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Abstract 

Modern phones are all equipped with a range of powerful sensors. One such sensor is the tri-axial 

accelerometer, which measures acceleration in all three spatial dimensions. The accelerometer was initially 

included to determine the orientation of the phone, i.e. whether it was being held vertically or horizontally 

(landscape or portrait mode) but it did not take long before game- and gimmick applications started to 

incorporate the possibilities that come with this technology. Soon following, applications that promote a 

healthier lifestyle by measuring our physical activity arose. 

One such application is Affective Health, a personal life log that reflects stress levels with the help of 

sensors attached to the body of the user. As acceleration data tend to lack intuitiveness, especially when 

observed without the necessary context, visualizing data is problematic. The task of turning logs of 

acceleration of the phone into something interpretable and meaningful is explored in this thesis. Resorting 

to activity recognition was a way of reducing the overwhelming amount of data, which is mostly irrelevant 

in the eyes of a user. The results of such an algorithm provide layers of information that, together with a 

condensed version of the raw data, make end results more captivating.   

In the opening chapters of this thesis, a quick overview of the problem definition and market is given 

before assessing research in the field of activity recognition by accelerometry, as well as recommendations 

for creating effective information visualizations. Furthermore, some of the methods applied in later 

sections are described to demonstrate the scope - what has been covered in literature studies and to 



 

 

separate it from the novelty of this thesis. Apart from assessing the viability of activity recognition for a 

non-strict setup with few constraints in sensor position, the main contribution of this thesis is the design 

of a prototype that features elements from research on how to promote visual memory retention and 

draws inspiration from what makes contemporary products and services compelling for consumers, in a 

format that is aesthetically pleasing and well suited for the indented platform. The concept that is chosen 

as a blueprint for prototyping is driven by the idea that a sense of intelligence and creativity is essential in 

making accelerometer data meaningful.  

An iterative process of extending the scope and improving the performance of the classification ends with 

a validation step, using accelerometer data collected from a total of five contributors performing two 

sedentary and four dynamic activities, yielding a result of 97.6% correct classifications. Classification is 

done by a mixture of a KNN (K-nearest neighbor) and a hierarchical model. As the system is put to test 

using real world data as part of running the prototype, a completely different set of issues that have an 

impact on the performance of the classifier and subsequently the reliability of the visualization, is 

identified. 
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Sammanfattning 

Moderna mobiltelefoner är utrustade med en rad sensorer, däribland en tre-axlig accelerometer, vars 

ursprungssyfte var att avgöra telefonens betraktningsvinkel och senare för användning i 

underhållningsapplikationer. Ytterligare ett användningsområde som underlag för tränings- och 

hälsoappliaktioner.  

Affective Health är namnet på ett projekt som exemplifierar sistnämnda tillämpningsområde - en digital 

loggbok som utnyttjar accelerometern och andra sensorers möjlighet att använda kroppsliga markörer i en 

hälsokontext. Svårigheten i att presentera accelerometerns högupplösta data på ett sätt som är förståeligt, 

engagerande och meningsfullt för en användare har sedemera gett upphov till detta arbete. Att den metod 

och det resultat som redogörs för häri kom att kretsa kring aktivitetsigenkänning motiveras av att det är ett 

effektivt sätt att filtrera fram de för användaren intressanta fynden utan att ge avkall på indatans stora 

detaljrikedom.  

Inledningsvis ges en överblick av problemdefinitionen såväl som dess bakgrund. Aktuell status på både 

den kommersiella marknaden samt publicerade forskningsresultat redogörs för i efterföljande kapitel. 

Detta i syfte att visa på ett behov i en hypotetisk produktrealisering och ett nyskapande och teknisk höjd 

som examensarbete, där det senare går att finna i tillämpningen av slutsatser från studier inom 

informationsvisualisering och kognition samt den höga träffsäkerheten för ett system med relativt få 

fysiska restriktioner. För att en läsare som är oinvigd i klassificeringsalgoritmer ska kunna följa arbetets 



 

 

gång redogörs även dessa för. Det slutliga konceptvalet realiseras till prototypstadie i form av en 

datamodell med implementerad funktion och form.  

Aktivitetsigenkänningsmodellens precision valideras i flera steg för en grupp av 5 deltagare som utför 7 

aktiviteter. Genom att kombinera hierarkiska tröskelvärden med en KNN-algoritm för att separera en 

sjudimensionell attibutsrymd uppnås en träffsäkerhet på 97,6%. 
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1. Introduction  

1.1 Mobile Life 

The Mobile Life centre, formed in 2007, is a joint venture between research and industrial partners, 

receiving funding from the Swedish government funding agency VINNOVA to promote innovativeness 

the field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and is acknowledged as a prominent lab within its field 

(Staff, 2011). Partners include Ericsson, Nokia, Microsoft Research, IKEA, ABB and TeliaSonera  

The Mobile Life Center engages in interdisciplinary research with focus on the study of human behavior 

in leisure and in game situations through the use of progressive technology. Digital sensors are frequently 

utilized to present unconventional aspects of such scenarios. Much of the research pursued at the center is 

actively being progressed towards commercialization, one such example being the Affective Health 

project 

1.2 The Affective Health project 

The Affective Health system utilizes a wrist worn sensor unit to track the movements and stress levels of 

the user. The unit embeds an accelerometer and a galvanic skin sensor that are both connected to a 

Bluetooth transmitter. Sensor output is processed and visualized in an Android application for the user to 

study. While the data presented stems from raw sensor output, the aspiration of the system is to 

communicate values that are subjective. This is reflected in the form of the presentation - with color and 

shapes that mimic a mood rather than cold data. The purpose of the Affective Health project is to explore 

the possibilities of how to support users in recognizing and coping with stressful situations (Vaara, et al., 

2008). 

1.3 Background 

The Affective Health project hopes to consolidate several sensor streams in a health application and in 

attempting to do so, have identified a challenge in presenting accelerometer data. The tri-axial 

accelerometer already in use on the intended platform, hold the technical capabilities of producing 

relevant data but the contributors to the project have failed in finding a way to take advantage of this data 

in the current format of the application.  

With an even wider scope, the data collected from an accelerometer carried by a user going about his or 

her daily life can play a crucial role in presenting a lifestyle analysis, or personal life log. The customary 

way of doing this is by counting steps, including stride length, pace, duration and potentially the energy 

expenditure that can be estimated knowing these parameters. Another way of doing it would be to simply 

present the raw data for users to interpret by themselves. For time series, this is conventionally done with 

the help of a line chart. This becomes a problem as the periods of time spans beyond days and weeks into 

months and even longer. 
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1.4 Problem Definition 

The many peaks and dips of the accelerometer data lose their meaning without contextual cues. This is the 

challenge currently faced by the Affective Health system. Looking back at what data has been accumulated 

over the last few weeks, events that are relevant to a personal life log would soon start to disappear in the 

overwhelming amount of data available. This is an example of how unfiltered content is meaningless 

without context. What this thesis sets out to investigate are ways of representing and visualizing data by 

focusing on what is significant to the user.  

The objective - making the data more easily interpretable - is two-fold. There is a need of finding the 

appropriate resolution of data, whether fixed or variable, and there is a strong desire to supplement the 

raw acceleration with an interpretation thereof.  

Plotting a graph for visualizing continuous, two-dimensional data leaves a format that is instantly 

recognized and self-explanatory, yet it is unsatisfactory for this specific task. In the case of an application 

that stores historical high frequency data, for which any relevance relies heavily on the user’s ability to 

compare segments of data, it is inadequate. Scrolling or "zooming" the time axis extends the view, making 

it possible to examine larger data sets. However, this rules out any comparison of data that do not fit 

inside the zoomed view and at the same time it reduces the sense of chronological scale and position. Any 

analyzing –spotting trends or anomalies in comparing subsets of data – is possible only following 

processing and insightful visualization of the raw input.  

Transforming raw data to reflect the subjective impressions of a user means putting it in a larger 

perspective; to present it in a way that intuitively allows for the user to associate the information on screen 

to how, where and what the accelerometer readings express. This is the most challenging and at the same 

potentially the most rewarding aspect of this thesis. If accomplished, it would bring functionality that adds 

a sense of embedded "smartness". 

To succeed there has to be some preconceived idea of what is relevant. Answering the question of what is 

relevant thus becomes a part of the design process.  

1.5 Goal 

There is a need to concretize the expectations put on this thesis by the Mobile Life Center into a well-

defined requirement specification. Condensed, those expectations could be formulated in the following 

way: 

Conceptualize a presentation which visualizes accelerometer data from a mobile phone in a way that is relevant, 

comprehensible and easily accessible, providing the user with the information needed to conclude trends, patterns and status of 

everyday physical behavior. 
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To offer both an outlined as well as an in-depth view of data acquired, one must first gain knowledge of 

what aspects - that can possibly be derived from a mobile phone-accelerometer - that desired by potential 

users. This assignment includes making an assessment of such aspects, applying any methods necessary to 

attain them, present it in way that is novel, intuitive, attractive and that promotes user engagement.  

Key questions to address are; do accelerometer data suffice for depicting any sought-after aspects of user 

behavior? Is the discrepancy in user acceleration and actual sensor acceleration preventing any results 

from being relevant? Finally - is there a format which allows for information from acceleration data with 

vastly different resolution? Pursuing the answer to these questions means resolving several challenges, the 

first one being narrowing the scope of this thesis. 

1.6 Scope 

The results of this thesis will be in the form of a proposed solution complete with proof of concept, but 

do not aspire to present a solution fit for a finalized product.   

This thesis will not address any possibilities of including sensors other than the three-axial accelerometer.  

1.6.1 Requirement Specification 
Thesis requirements: 

 Evaluate current system (Affective Health System) to identify its functionality and limitations  

 Evaluate the technical aspects of accelerometry in mobile phones. 

 Research the consumer market of relevant products in order to identify any unfulfilled demands 

and windows of opportunity. 

 Explore the results of relevant research to draw motivated conclusions of reasonable expectations 

on the performance of a prototype.  

 Acquire the necessary knowledge within the field of human-computer interaction (HCI) to 

produce results that rely on motivated conclusions as to how information is best presented to 

encourage user engagement and retention and present a concept that adheres to these principles 

with attention to aesthetic values.  

 Find direction of future work building on these results.  

 

Concept requirements: 

 Employ all essential aspects of a finalized product as proposed by the concept chosen. 

Satisfyingly demonstrate all these aspects in a proof-of-concept.  
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 Produce dynamic results accordingly to any new data. 

 Manage every step required to transform raw data into final visualization.  

 Validate any hypothesis expressed in the phases leading up to the end results. Demonstrate the 

legitimacy of claims of applicability of the end results. 

As stated, the results of this thesis will be proven in a prototype that showcases the conclusions reached in 

the information gathering and conceptualization phases. To maximize the worth of a prototype within the 

scope of this thesis, its purpose is outlined beforehand. The MoSCoW analysis 1  commonly used in 

software development is a suitable tool for this task: 

Must have: 

 Demonstrate the technical viability of the concept  

 Operable for real-world acquired data.  

Should have: 

 Presentation visually comparable to what is proposed in concept 

 Flexibility to generate satisfying results regardless to any inconsistencies in input data.   

Could have: 

 Front end functionality, i.e. customizable and executable through user interface 

 Accumulate data from previous queries. Present such historical data similar to the indented 

functionality of a finalized product.  

Won't have: 

 Functionality on the intended platform 

 Practicality in aspects beyond producing the end presentation, e.g. hardware integration.   

                                                      
1 "Must have, should have, could have and won't have" (functional- and non-functional requirements) 

(Paul, et al., 2010). 
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2. Current Applications 

2.1 Affective Health 

The system uses a sensor unit worn on the wrist of the user that contains an accelerometer and a skin 

conductance meter - which essentially is an ohmmeter that is finely tuned to detect changes in the 

electrical resistance of the skin. There are both physical and psychological factors that can have an effect 

on the level of activity in sweat glands or the blood flow of a person (Jänig, 2003). An increase thereof 

would simultaneously increase the skins conductivity enough to make it detectable by a skin conductance 

meter. The readings of these sensors are communicated through Bluetooth to a mobile phone application 

that congregates this in real time. The creators claim that:  

"These measurements can indicate how you live your life over time, it can portray situations that are stressful, engaging as well 

as peaceful moments in your life." 

The affective health project is a context-aware system in the sense that it registers information that 

includes information that is derived from the real-world situation of the user. It does not however process 

contextual information to produce results that are not linearly input/output bound. The actuality of the 

latter part of the term context-aware is therefore debatable. Two examples of how the system visualizes 

information can be seen in Figure 1. In use, the spiral axis is scrollable and zoomable.  

 

Figure 1: Left: approximately one days of accelerometer reading. The output is seen as white 

areas in the center of the gray spiral. Right: the same timeframe with added skin conductance 

data seen as colored segments of the spiral, ranging from blue (inactive) to red (high 

perspiration). 
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2.2 UbiFit 

UbiFit is a mobile phone-based system that encourages a user to become more active by accomplishing 

personal goals (Klasnja, et al., 2009). It incorporates a dynamic wallpaper that provides feedback through 

the use of images instead of pure data representation. The way that it is designed, with flowers growing 

and butterflies appearing as the user progresses (Figure 2) turns it into a "trophy wall". 

 

Figure 2: The UbiFit casual InfoVis type presentation ©2009 AMIA (OA) 

The authors reason that, in order for goals to be efficient, they need to carefully set in way that makes 

them attainable and desirable. To make a user invest time and effort into a system - interacting with the 

system itself as well as performing the different tasks that it might tell you to do - it needs to be very 

reliable in the way it obtains and presents data. Underestimating the effort of the user, which to some 

extent was the case with early systems according to the report, is inadvisable as it would negatively affect 

user loyalty and engagement.  

2.3 Fitbit 

The Fitbit Flex2 is a system that gathers information from a three-axial accelerometer that is worn as a 

wristband (Figure 3) much like the hardware used by Affective Health. Information can be retrieved from 

the unit itself or from either a phone - or a web application. Unlike the more stress focused approach of 

the Affective Health system, the Fitbit is centered on energy expenditure and weight loss. The way that 

this is being done is by counting steps. If the number of steps, the interval at which they are taken and the 

average stride length is known, walking speed and energy expenditure can be predicted accordingly.  

                                                      
2 Fitbit Inc., http://www.fitbit.com Accessed March 2014 
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Figure 3: Fitbit Flex: wristband and tracker (CC BY-SA 3.0 MorePix) 

Fitbit heavily incorporates the use of "badges" - virtual symbols of granted achievements - as a motivation 

for completing goals that are tied to an increase in activity and energy expenditure.  

Through interviews, the Fitbit is found to have a positive effect in encouraging users to reach for the 

different types of energy expenditure related goals set up (Mackinlay, 2013). The author also finds that 

users tend to question the truthfulness and margins of error of the Fitbit. User skepticism towards 

systems, such as the Fitbit, that are not transparent in how the numbers presented have been obtained 

ultimately risks negatively affecting user loyalty.  

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0
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3. Theory 

3.1 Technology 

An accelerometer is a sensor that measures the physical acceleration experienced by an object relative to 

free fall, inferring that an accelerometer exposed to the gravitational field of the Earth would register 

approximately 9.82 m/s2, or 1 G, when resting on a static surface. Consequently, the system limits must 

be expanded to include gravitational effects when using accelerometers to determine the acceleration of 

objects. As of 2013, about 90%3 of all new smartphones include an accelerometer sensor. 

Accelerometers are essential in a range of fields including industry, aviation and consumer electronics. 

Depending on application, any requirements on effective range, accuracy and size of the accelerometer 

varies greatly, as does the preferred type of accelerometer. One commonly used design relies on 

measuring the displacement of an object or medium that is affected by acceleration, relative to a stationary 

housing. This, in turn, can be achieved in different ways. By suspending a seismic mass on quartz or 

ceramic crystals, effectively acting as springs - meaning that the construction allows for some offset of the 

seismic mass as force is applied - the displacement in these materials can be measured. The electric output 

that is proportional to the strain put on the material, known as the piezoelectric effect, accumulates either 

end of the crystal lattice structure with positive and negative ions that charges an electrode. By 

conditioning a transistor, this charge can be translated to acceleration (de Reus, et al., 1999). Using the 

piezoresistive effect in a similar way typically lessens the maximum resolution in exchange for a reduction 

in size (Kon, et al., 2007). Such accelerometers typically measures acceleration in a single direction and are 

used in combination with additional sensors that are aligned differently in order to measure acceleration in 

two or all three dimensions. 

Constraints in size are one of the reasons why MEMS (micro electromechanical systems) accelerometers, 

originally developed as a part of the airbag-technology in the car industry, have gained popularity 

(Andrejašic, 2008). Other reasons are that they, because of their conceptually simple design, are cheap, 

robust and reliable. As with many larger accelerometers, the MEMS-type accelerometer can be described 

as a counter weight which momentaneous position is a result of the forces (its finely tuned suspension and 

external acceleration) acting upon it. In the case of the MEMS-accelerometer, the mass is damped by 

sealed gas and its current position is determined by comparing the difference in capacitance between 

beams connected to it as opposed to a set of fixed beams.  

                                                      
3 Arthur, C (2013), "Nokia revenues slide but Lumia sales rise offers hope" 

http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2013/jul/18/nokia-revenues-fall-lumia-sales Accessed April 2014 
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The cost of a MEMS-accelerometer is about 1/10 to 1/100 as much as its piezoelectric counterpart. The 

operational maximum frequency of the MEMS-accelerometer is typically below 1 kHz4. While somewhat 

more limited, this is still fully adequate for use in mobile phones. As with any other sensor, there is a 

compromise between range and sensitivity that have to be taken in respect to its intended use. For sensors 

used in smartphones there is typically a maximum detectable acceleration around 10 G since this is where 

acceleration generated by human movement is expected to reside. 

Aliasing accounts for much of the inaccuracies seen in the data coming from a digital accelerometer. 

Aliasing is caused by an insufficient sampling rate in the digital sensor and is manifested as false 

frequencies in the data. A frequency of half that of the sampling rate of a digital signal processing system 

is known as the Nyquist frequency. This threshold is critical, as any attempts of retrieving signals above 

the Nyquist frequency will result in aliasing errors. The aliasing frequency af  is a function of input 

frequency inf  and sample rate sf , as can be seen in Equation 1. The flaw lies in the discrete sampling of 

a digital sensor, as an integer value N  is incapable in cancelling out the alias frequency.  

( )a in sf N f Nf   

Equation 1 

Figure 4 illustrates how alias signals of lower frequencies can appear when attempting to sample a signal 

using an inadequate sampling rate.  

 

Figure 4: An alias frequency (red) of 2 Hz as a result of sampling at 1.2 in
f   

                                                      
4 Voler Systems (2011), "How to Avoid Big Errors Using Accelerometers" 

http://www.volersystems.com/news/newsletters/30-v2011/125-how-to-avoid-big-errors-using-accelerometers  

Accessed March 2014 
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This can be circumvented by increasing the sample rate to sufficiently describe the sought after 

frequencies, something that may or may not be possible depending on hardware restrictions. A perhaps 

more convenient solution is to apply an anti-aliasing filter that attenuates the range of frequencies at 

which aliasing errors are expected to occur, explicitly between the sample rate and its corresponding 

Nyquist frequency. 

3.2 InfoVis 

Information Visualization, or InfoVis, is essentially data in a graphical form. Information visualizations 

seek to efficiently map data variables onto visual dimensions in order to create graphic representations 

(Gee, et al., 2005). Technology is becoming more and more prevalent in our daily life and with it comes an 

increasing amount of available information that, without any aid would be indigestible to any of us5. 

Perhaps this is the reason why InfoVis gathers an increasing amount of attention within the field of HCI 

and is often credited for “turning info into insight". 

InfoVis takes advantage of our ability to analyze shapes, sizes and color over sets of numbers (Thomas & 

Cook, 2005). To describe groups of data, there are conventional statistical operators such as mean and 

variance at our disposal. Many times, these are insufficient in fully conveying the nature of said data. 

Anscombe’s Quartet, depicted in Figure 5, is a classic demonstration of this. When studying Figure 5, the 

impact visualization can have is apparent.     

 

Figure 5: Anscombe’s Quartet: four sets with the same mean, variance, correlation and linear 

regression 

                                                      
5 The Economist (2010), "Data, data everywhere"  

http://www.economist.com/node/15557443 Accessed April 2014 
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With more information being generated and more ways for us to access said information, the need for 

filtering becomes stronger. The often recited philosophy for dealing with large datasets of Ben 

Schneiderman, who is considered an expert in the field of HCI and InfoVis, is "overview First, Zoom and 

Filter, Then Details-on-Demand (Shneidermann, 1996). This is applicable when detailed data is collected 

in such large amounts that it becomes challenging to visualize in a way that is both comprehensible and 

detailed at the same time. Such data sets need to be visualized in a way that interactively sets the limits of 

the axes so that information that is not essential at the preferred resolution of data is excluded. These 

methods are very relevant when visualizing accelerometer data since there is a need for both high 

frequency data acquisition for almost any accelerometer purpose and for this specific case, there is need to 

accumulate very large sets of data as well. To effectively visualize both aspects, methods that comply with 

Shneiderman's mantra are desirable.  

Edward Tufte has strongly criticized the use of embellished chart designs or inclusion of any graphical 

elements that do not translate to the actual data. "Chart junk" as he describes it can be distracting for 

readers and could potentially bring unintended interpretations along with it.  

"A large share of ink on a graphic should present data-information, the ink changing as the data change. Data-ink is the 

non-erasable core of a graphic, the non-redundant ink arranged in response to variation in the numbers represented."  

(Tufte, 1983) 

His views on such embellishments are expressed in a widespread and acknowledged principle, the "Ink to 

Data Ratio" found in Equation 2. 

Equation 2 

         Data-ink ratio   = Data-ink 

Total ink used to print the graphic 

 
= Proportion of a graphic's ink to devoted to the non-redundant 

display of data-information 

 
= 1.0 → Proportion of a graphic that can be erased without loss of 

data information 

As stated, the goal is to strive towards a ratio of 1.0, effectively ridding the visualization of any elements 

that are not essential for conveying relevant information 

Such attitudes towards the use of superfluous elements in visualization, i.e. the exaggeration or 

beautification of certain elements, are common in the InfoVis community yet debatable. Bateman et al. 

found that peoples' ability to memorize a range of charts that covered the same data were no higher for 
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charts that performed close to Tufte's ideal ratio than for those that did not fulfill it (Bateman, et al., 

2010). Furthermore, the students participating in the study preferred the embellished charts over the plain 

charts and the recall after a two-to-three week gap was also significantly better for the former.  

Casual InfoVis, is described as " ... the use of computer mediated tools to depict personally meaningful information in 

visual ways that support everyday users in both everyday work and non-work situations" (Pousman, et al., 2007). This 

lines up perfectly with the aspirations of a personal life log. Ambient information visualization, or casual 

InfoVis, is several steps away from a Data-ink ratio of 1.0. An example of this is the dynamic cell-phone 

wallpaper of UbiFit that can be seen in Figure 2. Pousman concludes that such methods of presenting 

could have a positive effect on what they label "Reflective Insight" - "insight about oneself, the world, and one's 

place in it" - by confronting the user with information presented in an unconventional manner. Again, this 

is essentially synonymous with the background of this thesis. Casual InfoVis is suitable for situations when 

the user population is expected to be diverse, i.e. not consisting of experts, and when detail and novelty of 

information is not crucial.  

Colors can be used to more distinctly discriminate among groups of data. When doing so, color only 

serves as visual aid and is not linked to the actual output of data - no information is really conveyed 

through it. Apart from being aesthetically pleasing, one could argue that it potentially helps the user 

orientate or grasp the outline of the visualization more quickly. At the same time it could be discussed in 

terms of ink to data-ratio. There are also examples where color carries real-world connotations, e.g. in the 

way blue to red color gradients, commonly referred to as "heat maps", translates to cold or hot 

temperatures and similarly when warm or strong colors are linked to high density, magnitude or intensity 

as opposed to cool colors that implies lack thereof6.  Colors are coupled with emotions both through 

subjective experiences as well as cultural or even archetypical roots, and the color red invokes feelings of 

warmth (Terwogt & Hoeksma, 2010). Psychophysical experiments, i.e. monitoring of heart rate, have 

found the color to have an energizing effect (Gerard, 1958) referenced by (Robinson, 2004). 

Approximately 4.5% of the population suffers from color vision deficiency. This does not dismiss the use 

of color gradients if used cautiously, e.g. using spectrums of dark to light colors or hues that are 

distinguishable to with reduced color vision7.  

3.3 Context 

It is often stated that “Content without context is meaningless” and that information consists of both data 

and context, meaning that data needs a setting for users to be able to process them. Differently put the 

                                                      
6 E.g. http://vis4.net/blog/posts/german-population-density Accessed November 2013 

7 http://www.colourblindawareness.org/colour-blindness Accessed January 2014 
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relevance a single data point rests in its relation to surrounding data points. There is a pre-conceived sense 

of context that helps users in categorizing new information termed "conditioned seeing" that allows us to 

grasp familiar objects more readily and easily than unfamiliar content (Skinner, 1965). 

When storing information the human brain uses its semantic memory to compare new concepts to prior 

knowledge, and by doing so it adds meaning (Saumier & Chertkow, 2002). This makes it possible for us to 

not only relate data points within a chart but to any prior findings not included in the chart as well. Our 

ability to detect patterns is so natural to us that we even imagine seeing them in truly random data 

(Whitson & Galinsky, 2008). Creating these links between what is presented as raw data and contextual 

associations is crucial for supporting comprehension and remembrance. These associations can be in the 

form of memories, sensory experiences, insights, opinions or any other thought that comes to mind, and 

they allow for information to be put into perspective. This is problematic for stored readings of 

acceleration as it holds little relevance to us. The connection between data and context is thereby lost. 

Context can be considered everything that is not expressed in the input or output of the system 

(Lieberman & Selker, 2000). This includes the output from the system being used as feedback in an 

iterative process.  

The problem definition suggests that a system that interprets acceleration before translating it into 

something that is novel to the user, is preferred over a system that visualizes pure data in a way that is 

accessible by the user but without adding context. Ultimately, the goals of this thesis are best met by a 

system that does not leave it in entirely the hand of the user to draw informed conclusions. A premise of 

the thesis was to design an intelligent system that learned from, and ultimately adapted to, the behavior of 

the user.  

Studies that address this in describing how machines can be instructed to recognize context by 

generalizing data for particular situations so that it is applicable to similar experiences (Lieberman & 

Selker, 2000), have influenced the following stages of conceptualization.  

3.4 Gamification 

A new way of acquiring and retaining the time and interest of users have lately gained popularity. By 

introducing elements typically found in games – scoring, reaching achievements, advancing in levels and 

unlocking hidden content – into the world of just about any other product or service, developers and 

marketers hope to take advantage of the addictive effects that games clearly have on us. Using game-like 

incentives to stimulate productivity in this way is called "gamification". The goal of gamification is “a 

process of enhancing a service with affordances for gameful experiences in order to support user's overall value creation” 

(Huotari & Hamari, 2012).  

Pursuing challenges can be further refined with the use of in-game currency, progress bars and 

leaderboards, all in an attempt to maintain the sensation of fulfillment that users get by advancing further, 
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spending more time using the service (Singh, 2012). Apart from satisfying our competitive nature, 

motivation can come from earning social recognition. 

The concept of gamification is not novel to for accelerometer based applications that track user 

movements. Zombies, Run!8, an app made for joggers, plays the sound of chasing zombies through the 

headphones with increasing volume and intensity as the pace of the user starts slacking off, just as if the 

zombies were closing in on him or her. Nike+9 lets the user compare statistics to others and the same 

time offers encouragement to beat past performances, turning jogging into a challenge against yourself 

and amongst friends. Using badges and other game-inspired elements makes the user invested at what 

accelerometer output he or she was generating. Even plain pedometers are arguably gamified in the way 

they trigger us to improve our performance. These three examples range from an almost pure gaming 

experience through the functionality that has been added on top of Nike+, which is perhaps the most 

accurate use of the phenomenon, to a product that is not gamified by definition but still act on the same 

principles. 

Apart from the positive effects on user commitment and loyalty that gamification bring, it could also help 

to bring context to collected data by adding interactive events.  

3.4.1 Events 
Because of difficulties in relating the data or graphical representation thereof to any real world 

recollections of creating said data, there is a desire to enhance the presentation with contextual cues. One 

way of doing so would be to have the user to put comments in the presentation. Inviting the user to 

comment could be triggered by anomalies in the data, at certain absolute values or at different times of the 

day. This option is available in the current Affective Health system, however, it does not reach the 

demands for an intelligent and autonomous system set up by the goal of this thesis. 

Instead, encouraging the user to reflect upon the effects of his or her actions could be done by 

introducing artificial events. The hypothesis is that by exaggerating certain parts of the data, the user will 

tend to reflect on things like why the system suddenly has reacted; has there been any change in behavior 

to bring upon this response? Arguably, this will make the user more likely to link points in time or in the 

data set to the corresponding behavior. These events act as hints when looking back in time – they offer a 

lead on what happened at the time of the event and some structure as to what happened in between 

events. 

 

                                                      
8 http://www.zombiesrungame.com Accessed October 2013 

9 http://www.nikeplus.nike.com/plus Accessed October 2013 
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3.5 Calculating strides, energy expenditure and more 

Accelerometer data is often transformed to convey information about human movement other than sheer 

acceleration at the place of the sensor. The algorithms used in doing so are all, to a varying extent, reliant 

of certain premises. While less sophisticated mechanical solutions are often used when designing a step 

counter, accelerometers may be used for this purpose as well. Pedometers function on the idea that there 

are cues in the human gait that are true for a large part of the population. For counting steps, such 

hypothesizes are confirmed by looking at the precision of pedometers (Vincent & Sidman, 2003), with a 

decrease in accuracy as the number of steps per minute drop below 100 (Nielson, et al., 2011). However, 

trying to determine other aspects of human motion is more speculative.   

Another aspect of human motion is the increased expenditure of energy. A kilogram calorie is a unit of 

energy equivalent to approximately 4.2 joules. It is the standard unit when dealing with human conversion 

of energy. Assessing the rate of which it is exhausted is a question of accuracy at the cost of convenience. 

At the end of the scale that involves laboratory equipment and a highly restricted setting, are indirect 

calorimetric systems that measure the dissipated heat from human metabolism (Levine, 2005). "Doubly 

labeled water" describes another method where metabolism is being determined by ingesting water with 

traceable isotopes of oxygen and hydrogen (oxygen-18 and deuterium) and since the former can exit the 

body both as exhaled CO2 and water loss - while the latter only as water loss - the metabolic conversion 

oxygen-in/CO2-out can be calculated, knowing that the ratio of the two isotopes is fixed (Schoeller, 1988). 

These two methods are predominantly used as benchmarks in the following references of energy 

expenditure by accelerometry or known activity.    

Through basic integration, it can be proven that an increase in metabolic rate is linearly correlated with 

intensified movements, seen in Equation 3, with an accuracy of 15% for walking and sedentary activities 

(Bouten, et al., 1997). The integral of absolute accelerometer output for a triaxial sensor is successfully 

adopted in subsequent studies (Mathie, et al., 2003), (Choi, et al., 2005). 

0 0 0

T T T

tot x y z
t t t

IAA a dt a dt a dt
  

      

Equation 3: Energy expenditure for tri-axial acceleration 

This method - a triaxial accelerometer fixed to the lower back of the test-subject - resembles the case of 

the tri-axial accelerometer built into a mobile phone, kept in the trouser pocket. With reference to 

Equation 3, the importance of sensor alignment is debatable, even if acceleration in the anteroposterior 

direction is found to correlate the strongest with energy expenditure for walking specifically. The linear 

regression used in this study is surpassed by the use of support vector regression (Su, et al., 2005). 

Commercialized versions of these methods are evaluated, finding that these products have a tendency of 

overestimating energy expenditure (Crouter, et al., 2006).  
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3.5.1 Metabolic Equivalent 
The standard metabolic equivalent, MET, is a way of looking at the rate at which energy is being 

consumed purely as a function of the specific activities partaken. Strenuous activities, such as running, 

climbing or engaging in sports, convert more energy than restful alternatives. Assuming that most 

activities are performed roughly in the same manner across age, gender and individual, the energy it 

requires is linearly dependent to the mass of the performer. It is defined as: 

3.5 ml O2 per kg body weight   min. 

So that: 

                        1 MET= 1
kcal

m h
    (Jetté, et al., 1990) 

Originating in 1 MET corresponding to the resting metabolic rate of relaxed sitting, the number of MET 

points for any given activity could then be derived by dividing the relative oxygen cost of the activity by 

3.5. As an example, walking ranges from 2 to 4 METS point depending on reference and at what pace it is 

measured. Rope jumping resides in the approximately 10 MET points region, while sprinting is 

determined to consume over 20 MET points. For a compilation of activities and their corresponding 

MET points, see Table 1. 
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Table 1: MET-points for a selection of activities 

Activity MET 

Sitting 1** 

Standing 2** 

Mild stretching 2.5** 

Walking  2,5 (3.2 km/h)** 

3.2 (5 km/h)* 

8 (8 km/h)** 

 
Descending stairs 3** 

Ascending stairs 4.7* 

5 (carrying 1 to 15 lbs. load)** 

 

Jogging  8,8 (9 km/h) * 

11,2 (11 km/h)*  

 
Running 8.0 (8 km/h)** 

12.5 (11.3 km/h)** 

12,9 (13 km/h) * 

14,6 (15 km/h)* 

 Bicycling  4 (<16 km/h)** 

4,8 (10 km/h)* 

7,1 (20 km/h)* 

8 (20 km/h)** 

9,8 (30 km/h)* 

10 (24.1 km/h)** 

Swimming 8,9 (3 km/h)* 

* (Jetté, et al., 1990) 

** (Ainsworth, et al., 2000) 
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The strength of the MET system lies in its applicability and unobtrusiveness in everyday situations for 

where and when other methods are not feasible. It requires minimal efforts other than the documenting 

of activities and their duration. Naturally, the oversimplifications that allows for this comes with broad 

margin of errors and relatively low reliability. The resting metabolic rate that the MET system is designed 

to fit changes with gender, lean body mass, cardiovascular health and more. Using classes to assign levels 

of intensity is not reflective of the spectrum of potential intensities at which activities could be performed, 

neither is it reflective of any individual differences in the way that activities are being performed. 

However, if these limitations are acceptable, it could serve its purpose as a rough estimate of energy 

expenditure. Since the errors are largely caused by individual differences, there is reason to appoint it a 

greater confident if used as an indicator of changes in metabolic rate and the proportions thereof when 

comparing it to estimates from the same individual, rather than as a comparison of absolute values. 

One way of extending the use of the MET-points system with the help of an accelerometer would be to 

assign it the only task left for the user, namely keeping track of the classification and duration of activities 

throughout the day, relieving the user of this task while at the same time allowing for more precise input. 

There are indications that people recollect the amount of physical activity as larger than it is and the 

opposite for sedentary behaviors (Sallis & Saelens, 2000). There is thus motivation for the development of 

a product that would register physical activity more accurately. 

3.5.2 Limitations 
A recurring problem when using accelerometers to record human motion is that of the sensors' 

placement. Fixating it as close to the body's center of gravity as possible is a common approach as it yields 

the most accurate estimates of energy expenditure, (Bouten, et al., 1997) (Knight, et al., 2007). Applying 

regression analysis to find the optimal conversion between energy expenditure and the integral of the sum 

of high-pass filtered acceleration in all three axes for five different body positions, it is found that the 

linearity and correlation of the relationship deteriorates for positions other than on the waist, ranging 

from 
2 0.34r  to 

2 0.75r  for arm and waist respectively (Knight, et al., 2007). Fortunately, as a 

mobile phone carried in the trouser pocket is likely to be close the position specified as "thigh" by the 

authors, the output from the accelerometer attached to the thigh shows the strongest linearity of all 

examined positions when mapped against the output of the sensor on the waist (
2 0.94r  ), accounted 

for the difference in speed.  

The acceleration of the trunk is the most true to the acceleration of the entire body; the less restrained 

movements of the extremities are arguably more closely tied to individually different patterns of motion 

and more susceptible to acceleration that occurs due to external forces, e.g. the impulse between foot and 

ground when running. There is also the fundamental principle of force as a product of acceleration and 

mass - making the parts of the body that accounts for the majority of the mass at the same time 
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accountable for the majority of energy expenditure. This is confirmed by the indifference in energy 

demand due to the movements of the limbs for walking in different slope angles (Minetti, et al., 1993).  

The challenges in determining body acceleration from sensor acceleration are not restricted to describing 

total body movement from the movement of specific parts of the body. There is also a question of the 

sensors movement in relation to the body of the user, particularly so if the sensor is attached to a piece of 

clothing or in any way not tightly fixated to the body of the user. In the case of an accelerometer 

embedded into a mobile phone that is, when being carried by the user, commonly put in the pockets of 

garments that in turn are not nearly static in respect to the body, this problem must not be overlooked. 

Even sewing the sensor into the garment is deemed insufficient (Knight, et al., 2007). For attaching the 

sensor directly on the skin, the local soft tissue acts as a damping and may very well interfere with 

estimations of energy expenditure. Using spectral analysis, resonant frequencies may be as low as 15 Hz 

on sensors of different masses attached to the lower back and abdominal wall of seated subjects (Kitazaki 

& Griffin, 1995).  

It is the working hypothesis that while the effects of such frequencies are within scope when estimating 

energy expenditure directly from the integral of acceleration, they may be marginalized or discarded when 

approaching the task through the classification of activities.  

3.6 Activity Recognition 

3.6.1 Fundamentals 
The need for classification of larger sets into subgroups is prevalent in many fields, from research and 

industry to consumer products. As the tasks assigned to these classification systems vary, so does their 

methodology. In this chapter, only classification algorithms that follow the principle shown in Figure 6 are 

considered. In short, a model is trained using samples of designated training data as a reference from 

which new, unlabeled data may be categorized. To make the process more effective, data is transformed 

into features that define each state. Naturally, the extent to which these features can be chosen so to 

characterize and separate respective state from other states becomes a central part of an effective 

classifier.   
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Figure 6: The general outline of data acquisition, processing and evaluation for a classifier 

Basic terminology is found in Table 2.  

Table 2: Essential members of a classifier 

Term Definition 

State What is to be predicted; in our case an activity. For continuous 

data, there is a need to discretize the input. Time-series are 

typically segmented into windows, or frames, of appropriate 

length. 

Observation The observable products of a state. Information that is 

generated by a state - raw data to be used in classification.   

Feature A derivative of the observations. A summary or extract that, 

ideally, filters out the defining aspects of states  

Training set Data including known states, to be used for constructing a 

classification model.   

Test set Unlabeled data that is to be classified by the trained model. If 

The true classes are known, the output may be compared to 

reach an estimation of the accuracy of the classifier. 

 

The categorization of classifiers begins in separating supervised classifiers from those that are 

unsupervised. For unsupervised classifiers, the observations presented to the classifiers is not assigned a 

label. Instead, pseudo-activities are estimated according to the clustering of data. Supervised classification 
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means that the system is fed a pre-defined selection of labelled states and that any predictions from the 

systems must be of states that occurs in training. This distinction, together with a mixture of the two, is 

illustrated in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7: Three types of machine learning methods. Note that the classes identified in 

Unsupervised Learning are un-labelled and not correspondent to any specified classes A and B.  

In this thesis, only supervised classifiers will be studied. Another important distinction is whether the 

algorithm takes historical predictions into consideration. A sequential classifier is influenced by the chain 

of prior activities, whereas a single frame classifier isolates current instances and operates solely on 

information derived from its parent activity (Jain, et al., 2000). The tasks of classifying activites from 

accelerometer data is in related reasearch often described as a Hidden Markov Model, for which states are 

the joint probability of their occurance as indicated by their features as well as their preceding state. 

Sequenctial classification would involve a different, much more time consuming take on obtaining training 

data, as the duration and progression of states taken into account, which is why any sequential 

classification algorithms are out of scope.  

A typical pattern recognition system is given input through a sensor. Because the sensor does not 

differentiate between relevant and irrelevant data, there is typically a need for preprocessing the data 

before it fed to the next step that is feature extraction. The result of the feature extraction then becomes 

input for a classification algorithm.  

3.6.2 Related work 
For recognizing human activity, a range of techniques have been explored with varying success. The 

general algorithm is dependent on the type of sensors involved. The acceleration of different parts of the 

body is perhaps the most frequently sourced aspect of human behavior, second to visual input, for 

achieving activity recognition. A decrease in cost and size of such sensors have further added to the 

interest in activity recognition by acceleration as a topic of research 
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Hence, the idea of incorporating activity recognition into a life-log type application is not novel. In a 

previous initiative, unrelated to this thesis, the Affective Health project explored the possibilities of 

activity recognition. In previous work, authors take on activity recognition for a purpose similar to that of 

this thesis; differentiating between activities to assist the user in mapping herself in time by providing focal 

points in the interface to relate to (Silvăşan, et al., 2010). While the choice of classifier and conclusions as 

to the viability of activity recognition by user-worn accelerometers concurs with some of the conclusions 

reached in thesis, the setup and method differs. For example, by using two tri-axial sensors with known 

position and orientation, the ability to differentiate certain activities dramatically increases. However, these 

studies can be said to adhere to the same general approach as this thesis, which is to empirically asses the 

influence of variables in all of the stages of the recognition process before deciding on the optimal model. 

Much of the research mentioned in this chapter is more dogmatic in setting out to evaluate a specific 

analytical approach.  

Early attempts at activity recognition using accelerometers often included multiple sensors that tracked 

changes in velocity for both the trunk and extremities of the subject (Mäntyjärvi, et al., 2001) (Bussmann, 

et al., 2001). Bao and Intille positioned five biaxial accelerometers - on the dominant ankle, right hip, non-

dominant thigh, dominant wrist and non-dominant upper arm of the user - to recognize 20 activities (Bao 

& Intille, 2004). Their best overall accuracy of 84%, obtained with the C4.5 classifier, which has since 

been surpassed, is likely much affected by the choice of activities which are atypical in the company of 

subsequent research, e.g. folding laundry and stretching.  

As stated, the use of multiple sensors is prevalent in much research as it is anticipated to boost the 

accuracy of the classifier. Another plausible reason for this is that using only one accelerometer limits the 

number of activities that can be recognized (Choudhury, et al., 2008). Some claim that using two 

accelerometers to recognize user activities, only monitoring the accelerations of the thigh would not 

suffice for classifying sedentary activities (Krishnan, et al., 2008). Using five accelerometers together with a 

heart rate monitor, a minor increase in accuracy when combining two is discernible (Tapia & Intille, 2007). 

The use of different types of sensors are thoroughly explored by Choudhury et al., in which observations 

by a tri-axial accelerometer are used along with both visible and IR-light, pressure, temperature, humidity 

and rotation according to the magnetic field of the Earth, by respective type of sensor (Choudhury, et al., 

2008). The authors claim that the importance of the sensors depend on the type of activities that are to be 

discriminated. For example accelerometers are useful for classifying activities that have a cyclic gait 

movement such as running or ascending stairs while the recognition of other activities are aided by 

knowing the location of the subject. Similarly, it is found that combining accelerometer data with audio 

and barometric sensor data yielded the best results from a selection of 7 sensor types (Lester, et al., 2006).  
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Using 4 sensors to obtain the quadratic mean weighed according to its standard deviation, an accuracy of 

29 out of 36 (80.6%) for 6 activities can be reached (Knight, et al., 2007). It is suggested that other sensors 

such as gyros’ could help determining the posture of the user thus increasing the accuracy further. A 

frequency of 10 Hz is sufficient when determining activity. If the goal is to analyze specific and 

movements, e.g. tennis serve, 50-100 Hz is recommended. 

Even if an improved performance can be aided by using observations from multiple sensors, it carries the 

potential disadvantage of becoming cumbersome for the user. This in turn can have an effect on user 

compliance. There is also the aspect of performance, as systems that utilize multiple sensors handle 

potentially larger streams of data, adding to the complexity of preprocessing, extraction as well as the 

classification step. To what extent these factors are relevant is dependent of the design of the system as a 

realized product. Often times, in an attempt to minimize the inconvenience of such systems, sensors are 

designed - or disguised - to mimic the role of items that are already embraced by users. Such is the case in 

the wristwatch or bracelet approach found in the Affective Health project or Fitbit.  

The effects of using multiple accelerometer was investigated concluding that using more than two 

accelerometers only marginally increases the accuracy (Cleland, et al., 2013) - something that is supported 

by results of others (Bao & Intille, 2004) (Kwapisz, et al., 2010). 

Many additional studies indicate that activity recognition may be performed with a satisfying accuracy by 

the use of only one accelerometer, e.g. using single tri-axial accelerometers worn at the hip to identify the 

activities of five and twenty-four users respectively (Lee, et al., 2009) (Long, et al., 2009). For such 

attempts sensor placement in relation to the body of the subject is deemed crucial by some prior work 

(Bao & Intille, 2004), yet somewhat indecisive others (Cleland, et al., 2013). The latter concluding that 

while significant, it is not necessarily critical as the accuracy of classification were found to be reasonably 

close for using acceleration from different body parts and therefore deemed practically marginable. The 

possibility of using multiple sensors at different parts of the body is said to improve accuracy however the 

effect cannot be described as a considerable improvement (Chen & Bassett, 2005). 

The relatively consistent results for most methods, whether ambitious in rigidness and extent of analysis 

or in lack of constraints, are a clear indication that activity recognition by accelerometry is realistic. Related 

research, of which the above mentioned papers constitutes as mere fraction, frequently present near 

perfect accuracy. However, the recording of states in a controlled environment is expectedly highly 

consistent in training and reproducible in testing. Considering that accuracies closer to 80% are reached 

when the evaluation was performed outside of a laboratory setting (Long, et al., 2009), the results of other 

studies are arguably exaggerated. Nonetheless, these studies effectively show that classification of human 

activities with the help of acceleration observations is viable.  
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The next step is to recreate these results for less restricted settings and with actual user implementation in 

mind, moving closer to a consumer product realization. This means exploring whether the sensory units 

used in these studies, which are specifically made for research purposes, could be replaced by those 

already in existent in the devices users carry with them. In other words, the use of not only fewer sensors, 

but sensors that are realistically made ubiquitous. The capabilities of the modern mobile phone is 

showcased by Miluzzo et al., utilizing the accelerometer in an activity classification system, reaching an 

accuracy of over 90% with a multilayer Artificial Neural Network classifier, which suggests that there is 

potential for reaching the goals of this thesis (Miluzzo, et al., 2008). 

There is little variation in the activities that are targeted by the research that is relevant to the scope of this 

thesis. Two plausible reasons for this are that the time spent engaged in these activities make up a majority 

of everyday life, and that they are identifiable through characteristic movements by the systems referenced 

here. Some rationalize their choice of targeted states - walking, jogging, ascending stairs, sitting and 

standing - by claiming that these states occur for longer, sustained, periods of time and that they all 

involve repetitive motions which they hypothesizes makes them easier to recognize (Khan, et al., 2010).  

Table 3 provides some insight as to the status of a selection of referenced work.  

Table 3: Summary of related work 

Reference Activities Subjects No pos. Classifier* Accuracy 

(Silvăşan, et al., 2010) 5 6 1 NB 98-100% 

(Mäntyjärvi, et al., 2001) 4 6 2 NN 83-90% 

(Bao & Intille, 2004) 20 20 5 DT 84% 

(Tapia & Intille, 2007) 17 21 5 DT 56-95% 

(Lester, et al., 2006) 8 12 ** HMM 90% 

(Cleland, et al., 2013) 7 8 1 SVM 98% 

(Kwapisz, et al., 2010) 6 29 1 NN 91.7% 

(Lee, et al., 2009) 5 5 1 Fuzzy C 99.5% 

(Long, et al., 2009) 5 24 1 DT 80% 

(Khan, et al., 2010) 5 6 ** NN 96% 

 

* NB = Naïve-Bayes, NN=Neural Net, DT=Decision Tree, HMM=Hidden Markov Model, 

SVM=Support Vector Machine 

** Not position dependent 
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3.6.3 The feature space 
For activity recognition specifically there is the question of what constitutes a state. As activities are often 

transient, there is a need for discretizing the input. This also gives rise to complications in defining the 

edges, as well as the classification of transitions, of the states. At some level, the continuity must be 

segmented to allow for individual states. This is commonly done by dividing time into intervals of a fixed 

length that are either subsequent or overlapping and referred to as windows. These windows offer a clear 

distinction as to what sensor output is belonging to what state and allows for the extraction of features. 

A feature can be described as a property of the observations that a state generates. For a collection of 

observations, as those generated by a windowed sequence of human activities, a column of n  features is 

added to the feature array F . Each state that is processed by the classifier returns a new row so that; 
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The features can be identical to the actual observations or they can reflect an aspect of the observations 

through a series of processing steps. This, together with the appropriate number of features, depends on 

the nature of the classification task. For activity classification from acceleration, there is reason to expect 

numerous observations (given the product of accelerometer frequency and state duration) that resides 

mostly in a domain that is not exclusive to any state, which is why the latter option is preferred. 

The single-frame classification algorithms investigated in this study can be divided into geometric and 

probabilistic. For geometric classifiers, the features can be visualized to populate a feature space that is to 

be partitioned into decision regions by the classifier. Decision regions are enclosed by decision boundaries 

and the aim of a classifier is to divide the feature space into regions so that observations answer to their 

parent state.  

 

Figure 8 A n=2 dimensional feature space populated by Classes A and B, divided into regions by 

linear (thick line) and quadratic (thin line) application of the Support Vector Machine 

discriminant analysis algorithm 
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For creating decision borders, more or less automated algorithms have been investigated. On one end of 

the spectrum are a heuristic classifiers specialized to detect specific, often posture-related, states. There are 

prior attempts at measuring posture by tilt angle - the angle between the z-axis vector and the gravitational 

vector (Karantonis, et al., 2006). Sudden increases in the signal magnitude area (Equation 4) are used as 

indications of a fall. 
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Equation 4 

Interestingly, these features are variations thereof are used extensively in models that apply more 

sophisticated classifiers.  

Examples of the prior are K-Nearest Neighbor-, and Naïve Bayes classifiers that classify by proximity 

within the feature space and covariance respectively, to isolated prior examples. Geometric classifiers 

differ by inducing rules according to the clustering of prior examples. For these classifiers, there is a 

variance in how, and to what extent, this is achieved. Typically, defining the borders is an iterative process 

in which the algorithm maximizes the margin between positive and negative examples, as with the 

Support Vector Machine algorithm used in Figure 8. For rule induction, there are also simplifications. One 

example is the distinction between classifiers that produce strictly linear or non-linear decision boundaries. 

Naturally, the two types have different capabilities of enclosing examples of a state that is overlapping 

examples of another state. Experience shows that there is no reason to believe that a sophisticated 

classifier inevitably outperforms a more straightforward model (Carauana & Niculescu-Mizil, 2006). This 

has much to do with the overfitting of classifiers. 

A classifier is overfitted if the decision boundaries it proposes could be substituted by decision boundaries 

that produce a larger error on the particular training set, yet a smaller error on an expanded set of 

observations. In other words, overfitting occurs when a classifier is constructed to fit a specific group of 

examples without consideration to the expected variance of new examples. To stop the classifier from 

deviating too much from an initial generalization of the feature space, parameterization of the 

classification algorithm must be done cautiously to exclude excesses in the number of iterations of the 

decision boundary optimization in the case of a geometric classifier, and in the detail of each partition for 

a hierarchical type classifier. 

3.6.4 Training a classifier 
Variances in architecture and learning algorithm give classifiers different properties and are thus more or 

less suitable for specific tasks. Throughout this thesis, the four algorithms listed below have been applied 

the most extensively. While there are many alternatives - both in the basics of how to best train a classifier, 
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but also as to how algorithms can be combined to optimize the results - these methods can be said to 

represent a full range of interpretations on how to approach the fundamental tasks and, therefore, their 

outcome is expected to give an indication of the viability of solving the task at hand.  

3.6.5 Decision-tree 
The decision-tree approach is perhaps the most intuitive way of approaching the classification process, as 

it is easily visualized. Decision trees are, as the name entails, a layout where the discrimination of features 

into their respective decision region is progressed as the feature space is divided into increasingly more 

detailed branches, see Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9: Decision tree classification applied to a two dimensional feature space (x,y) of classes A 

and B from Figure 7 and 8 

The C4.5 algorithm for constructing decision trees is perhaps the most utilized, first proposed by J. Ross 

Quinlan in 1978 (Quinlan, 1993). The idea is that for each of the nodes, i.e. the points at which a relational 

operator creates a branching, the split that results in the highest information gain is chosen. The entropy for 

a given probability distribution  1 2, ,..., nP p p p  is given by 

        1 2 1 2 2 2 2log , log ,..., logn nI P p p p p p p   for which we seek to maximize the difference 

at each split. The resulting subsets are then split further according to the same principle.  

A Decision Tree node is commonly univariate, however, unless more complex operators are applied at 

each node, the effectiveness of the algorithm is dependent on how well the optimal decision boundaries 

align with the axes of the feature space. A proposed method for optimizing splits is by Boolean 

conjunction (Zheng, 1998). By doing so, the decision tree have a better chance of identifying states that 

generate features that are scattered into clusters while retaining a minimal tree structure. Oblique Decision 

Trees are another example of extensions of the decision tree model that overcome this issue by allowing 

combinations of multiple features at each node (Kasif, et al., 1993). Improving the decision trees 

capabilities in this way also allows for a minimized model, as creating boundaries that are not axes-parallel 
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using the standard model means extending the decision tree laterally. The downside is that the added 

capabilities make constructing the model more time-consuming, as finding the optimal split at each node 

involves more potential splits.  

The intuitiveness of the decision tree structure mean that it is not particularly affected if groups of 

observations in a feature column are set apart by observations belonging to another state. A disadvantage 

lie in its inability to refine the borders as the training set is expanded, i.e. it does not support online 

learning. Another issue with the decision tree algorithm is its proneness to overfitting, something that is 

prevented by different method of pruning the tree. Pre-pruning is commonly performed by limiting the 

minimal size of each leaf, i.e. classified state. If an increase in training time is acceptable, there are ways of 

avoiding overfitting by generating multiple decision trees by randomizing node criterions (Diettrich, 1998) 

or using a selection of the entire training data for each tree to allow for an averaged prediction (Breiman, 

1996). These methods of using ensembles of decision tree for voting produce a more balanced result and 

are thus less inclined to overfitting. 

3.6.6 Naïve-Bayes  
The Naïve-Bayes classifier predicts states strictly according to the probability of an isolated feature being 

present at the occurrence of prior states. The very plausible possibility of any relationship between two or 

more features is thus entirely ignored. This seemingly counterintuitive assumption stands in contrast to 

the reliable performance and reacquired trust of the Naive Bayes classifier. It can be explained by proving 

how such inter feature dependencies have a tendency to cancel each other out (Zhang, 2004).  

The Naïve-Bayes classifier originates from Bayes theorem and is a derivative of the axioms of probability. 

For determining conditional probabilities, Bayes theorem states that the probability of state A  as 

opposed to state B  given feature f  is expressed in Equation 5: 
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Equation 5 

Equation 5 gives the probability of state A for a set of n  features,  1,..., nf f : 
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This conditional independence that labels this method as naïve drastically simplifies the expansion of the 

nominator using the chain rule which would otherwise include the factors of the joint probability of state 

and remaining features, for each feature. Given that the denominator is effectively constant, we get: 

           1 1

1

| ,..., | ,..., | |
n

n n i

i

P A f f P A P f A P f A P A P f A


    

Equation 7 

Equation 7, explicitly that the probability of a state given a specific set of features is proportional to the 

joint probability of merely said state and said state in combination with each single feature - independent 

of each other - the Naïve-Bayes classifier considers states as equally reliant of every feature at all instances. 

One of the strengths of the Naive-Bayes classifier is its straightforwardness, meaning that it is transparent 

and produces predictable results. Simultaneously, its main disadvantage is that it does not consider 

interactions between features. Since it calculates the probability by taking only one feature at a time into 

consideration, it neglects any changes in influence that a feature might have as it occurs together with 

combinations of other features.  

3.6.7 K-Nearest Neighbor 
K-nearest neighbors (KNN) is a simple but comparatively slow and memory-costly algorithm (Garcia & 

Debreuve, 2008) that predicts states based on the distance from the considered features to the K

neighboring features. Figure 10 illustrates how K can influence the outcome of the KNN classifier in a 

two-dimensional feature space.  

 

Figure 10 Classification of a new example into class A or B according to the principle of KNN. 

The KNN learning algorithm is a type of lazy (instance-based) learning, meaning that the prediction of 

each state is processed separately. For each new query, a state is assigned by calculating the K closest 

values within the feature space from the training set and performing a majority vote, whereas the Decision 

Tree model, Neural Net and many other types of classifiers act according to the generalizations found 
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when processing the training set.  This makes the KNN classifier impartial to changes in the training set 

and capable of simultaneously processing multiple queries.  Unfortunately, what is freed from the training 

phase in terms of time and resources may very well be negligible as these types of classifiers are slow to 

evaluate. For this reason, the KNN classifier may be unsuitable for very large feature sets. As the result 

KNN classifier could be visualized in term of decision boundaries, similarly to above mentioned 

classifiers, given at a local level, there are methods of generalizing these boundaries to create a rule based 

classifier. These methods involve reducing the number of features populating the feature space to a set of 

prototypes that describes the problem at a level satisfyingly close to that of the entire feature set. From 

features identified as outliers, i.e. neighboring to outliers of a different state (as in the Condensed Nearest 

Neighbor (CNN) (Hart, 1968)).  

3.6.8 Neural Net 
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are inspired by the design of biological nervous systems such as the 

human brain. They consist of neurons that functions as switches, mirroring how biological neurons are 

excited as voltage thresholds are exceeded, the neurons of an ANN are activated by certain input and 

responds binary to succeeding neurons that propagate the signal accordingly. 

The fundamental rule of an ANN is that each neuron is a Heaviside step function with a threshold t  and 

weight w  that, if succeeded by the summed input, triggers the neuron to activate, 

1

0
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t y
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t y

  

  

  

Complex applications of ANNs allow information to travel back and forth in webs of connected neurons. 

For Feed-forward designs, the subsequent layers of neurons do not allow for back propagation, i.e. 

transmitting information to neurons more closely connected to the input. The Perceptron is a single-layer 

Feed-Forward Neural Network, as outlined in Figure 11 where input is  1,..., xix  with a hidden layer of 

length 𝑗 and output layer of length 𝑘. 
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Figure 11: The Perceptron 

A function  f y  with the feature vector x  and a vector of weights w ∈ ℝ defines a hyperplane in 

1n  -dimensional space: 

  0
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n

i i

i

f y w x w


   

Equation 8 

The hyperplane described in Equation 8 is what makes up the decision boundaries for an ANN classifier. 

For a single layer perceptron 1n   and this equation becomes equivalent to that of a straight line:

  0i if y x w w  . In other words, the Perceptron is a linear classifier and thus unable to solve non-

linear problems (Minsky & Papert, 1969). 

Initially, values for  0 1, ,..., nw w w   can be set to 0 or a small random value. The perceptron learning 

algorithm involves updating the weights so that the neurons may influence the results of the function to 

match the desired output, i.e. what the training set states. For a training set D  of length s  , 

     1 1, ... , ... ,s j j s sD x d x d x d  with  1 2, ,..., sx x x  being the n -dimensional feature spaces 

assigned to each of the s  states represented,  1 2, ,..., sd d d . The perceptron learning algorithm starts by 

calculating Equation 8 for each state in the training set. For every learning iteration the current weight of a 
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node in  is iw  at the time t , and is updated according to Equation 9 with   being a predefined 

learning rate ( 0 1  ) and ,j ix  the current output of the node when given input from state j . 

       ,1i i j j j iw t w t d y t x      for all nodes 0 i n   

Equation 9 

Understandably, the training algorithm risks overcompensation for large values of   as it closes in on 

the correct decision border.  Learning is complete after a predefined number of iterations, or when the 

error no longer exceeds a given threshold. The Perceptron's inability to solve tasks that are not linearly 

separable could, depending on these factors, cause the training process to fail by not terminating. 

As suggested, an ANN can be designed differently in terms of structure and quantity of nodes. 

Furthermore, there are many types of learning algorithms to consider for constructing more sophisticated 

ANNs. For the purpose of a optimizing an ANN (or any other classifier) a Cost function C  must be 

stipulated that allows for the set F of all trained classifier functions, f , to be compared, :C F  . 

The Cost function is evaluated to find an optimal function f 
 that satisfies    C f C f f F    . 

Defining C  should be done with task of the ANN in consideration. For pattern recognition tasks, a 

plausible formulation of the Cost function would be the inverse Bayesian interpretation of probability that 

a set of observations is associated with a particular state. Naturally, studying the gradient of the cost 

function allows for optimization of the learning algorithm itself.  

Artificial Neural Networks are highly versatile. If their requirement for a long training time is acceptable, 

they can prove suitable for classifications for which the feature space is very complex, e.g. high 

dimensionality or with features that interact in ways that are not easily discerned. The ANN is often 

referred to as a "black-box" classifier, referring to complexity in which features are transformed to 

prediction (Tu, 1996). 
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4. Method 

4.1 Materials 

All accelerometer recordings used in analyzing and training where captured using the Samsung Galaxy 

Nexus mobile phone, running the Android 4.2.2 operating system. Complementary recordings for 

evaluation purposes were performed with the Apple iPhone 4S running iOS 7. With over 80% market 

share, the Android platform is undeniably representative of the user segment (Apple 13.4% Q3 2013)10. 

Looking only at the actual measurements of acceleration, there is little relevance to specifically what model 

of mobile phone used, as the employment of MEMS-technology is widespread for all manufacturers of 

mobile phones (Perlmutter & Robin, 2012). There are, however, some aspects that have to do with to the 

Android software that also affects the methodology of acquiring data, as discussed in 4.2 Hardware 

Samsung Galaxy Nexus embeds the BMA250 triaxial accelerometer. 

Concerning data extraction, no situation that required functionality greater than that of a 3-rd party 

application, which are abundantly available on the Apple and Android market platform, arose for this 

thesis. 

For analyzing data, creating and evaluating classification models and prototyping, MATLAB was the 

preferred tool used along the entire process of this thesis. As a complement to MATLAB was 

Rapidminer, a data mining software with front end capabilities, which was used very modestly to 

occasionally prepare - isolate and subsequently join together - pieces of recorded data. MATLAB by 

Mathworks is a numerical computing environment with emphasis on matrix processing capabilities which 

makes it ideal for the methodology of this thesis. As a fourth-generation programming language, parts of 

the resulting prototype could be used as blueprints in developing a finalized application.  

4.2 Hardware 

Every 3-rd party application that was used in this thesis supported the extraction of recorded values to the 

comma separated values file format. The first impression of exported data was that it was many times 

incomplete. Mainly, this has to do with a limitation that is intentionally put on the Galaxy Nexus, namely 

its inability to store data from the accelerometer sensor while the screen is powered off. Continuously 

tracking the sensors of the phone drains battery life at an increased rate and in an attempt to avoid such 

behavior from applications that many times exploit the capabilities of the phone unrequested or 

                                                      
10  Fingas, J (2013), "Android tops 81 percent of smartphone market share in Q3" 

http://www.engadget.com/2013/10/31/strategy-analytics-q3-2013-phone-share Accessed April 2014 
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unknowing from the user, the functionality is inactivated for idle use11. The effects of this are not severe 

when gathering data; the phone may simply be set to remain active. It is from the perspective of the 

effectiveness of a final product and the many potential limitations thereof, that the power consumption 

issue becomes relevant.   

Secondly, the MEMS-accelerometer inability to provide samples at an arbitrary frequency becomes 

apparent. Since the event listener onSensorChanged()offered by Android API to access accelerometer 

data is, as the function name applies, triggered on changes in acceleration there is a theoretical possibility 

of variable sample rates (Nickel & Busch, 2011).  

The product specification sheet of the BMA250 states that two different streams of acceleration data are 

available, unfiltered and filtered. Unfiltered data is sampled at 2 kHz. The filter is a first order lowpass 

with bandwidths that are selectable via serial digital interface. Following Nyquists Theorem, the frequency 

of the filtered signal is half that of the unfiltered signal, for each update time. The available bandwidth for 

the filtered signal ranges from 7.81 Hz, doubling through 7 consecutive steps to 1 kHz. The available 

acceleration ranges, also determined by bit selection, is proportional to the resolution of data, see Table 4.  

The resolution of the data, mg LSB - milli G per Least Significant Bit, comes from the number of bits 

and the range of measurable acceleration. The 10 configurable bits of the BMA250 allows for 1023 

measurement bins, meaning that the resolution for the smallest range, 2  G, must be set to 

  
10

2 2
3.91 mg LSB

2 1

 



. Experimental measurements of peak acceleration validates that the 

Samsung Galaxy Nexus is configured to this range. This was anticipated as the main purpose of a mobile 

phone accelerometer is for navigation and user interaction features that prioritize sensitivity over range.  

Table 4: Range selection for the BMA250 

Acceleration Measurement Range Resolution 

  2 G 3.91 mg LSB  

  4 G 7.81 mg LSB  

  8 G 15.62 mg LSB  

  16 G 31.25 mg LSB  

 

                                                      
11 http://code.google.com/p/android/issues/detail?id=11028 Accessed April 21, 2014  
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These effects are visible when looking at the sample rates and resolution of exported data. The measured 

values of acceleration fall into bins of .0383 m/s2, again confirming the observations of peak acceleration 

at  2 G per axis.   

Pre-processing begins in transforming the four dimensional array that holds the data - the momentaneous 

acceleration of each axis together with a time-stamp - to total acceleration. It then becomes evident that 

the static portions of the data do not correspond to one G (approximately 9.82 m/s2) which is the value 

one would expect to find. Instead it diverges notably. A linear offset for one or more of the sensors axes 

would be easily compensated for. Unfortunately, the error was not consistent which is why all data was 

left unrevised.  

4.3 Concept 

The discussion in 3.3 Context spawned the idea of focusing on presenting the user with unexpected aspects 

of his or her behavior. The idea of measuring stress by involuntary movements was initially considered:  

"Restless Activity. This factor includes such content as "can't sit long...squirming, need to shift.., urge to pace, tap, move feet, 

fidget, finger things. The gist of these items appears to be restless physical activity that has no particular purpose or aim other 

than to release tension." (Smith & Seidel, 1982) 

By detecting things like squirming, shifting, tapping feet etc., stress could consequently be measured via 

accelerometry. The main two reasons why this concept failed was that of contradictory interpretations, e.g. 

the inability to sit still may be stress-related but may just as well be an expression of happiness, anger, etc., 

and that the thresholds of detecting such behavior would become arbitrary as they coincide with what 

defines the activities. The motivation however, which was to repurpose raw acceleration to act as input in 

an intelligent system that highlights anomalies was essential throughout conceptualization.  

Many reasons contributed to making activity recognition and energy expenditure the center of the 

presentation. Limitations on what could realistically be accomplished merely by the use of a single unfixed 

sensor were one such factor. Another reason to explore activity recognition was that it posed a satisfactory 

technical height that comes with the nature of this thesis.  

The design of the proposed concept was a result of conclusions drawn from 3.3 Context. Firstly, there is a 

question of finding the appropriate resolution of data. It is concluded that the capacity of our visual 

working memory is limited to three to four simultaneous objects (Vogel, et al., 2001). As we try to 

comprehend additional information, one or more of the objects occupying the visual working memory is 

inevitably dropped. An object can be seen as a container of multiple pieces of information as long as it 

reflects different aspects, e.g. color, shape or texture. There is however the extent of what they can hold; 

there is no room for two colors at the expense of a smell, for example. Similarly, storing the details of one 

complex aspect makes less room for any other aspects (Sakai & Inui, 2002).  In reference to what is 
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learned from Schneiderman in 3.2 InfoVis, an extreme overview is what is presented to the user while 

information at the most detailed level is represented in the form of events. Admittedly, this is a deviation 

from principle in mind as there is no zoom on demand. However, while the background of said principle is 

to visualize very large amounts of data, the clearly stated motivation of this concept is to make decision on 

the relevance of data on behalf of the user. Following, if the goal is not to make all data accessible but to 

represent both overview and detail in a context that is relevant to the user, the spirit of Schneidermans 

dogma is arguably adhered to.  

A concept that was established in the brainstorming process was that of aiding the user in filtering out 

what information is significant by highlight anomalies. Grouping the data into intervals of 24 hour comes 

naturally as it fits the routines of everyday life, thus aligning the accelerometer output so that, for intervals 

compared, any variances in the data is the most likely to be of relevance to the user. By significantly 

reducing the resolution of data that do not fall into this category, e.g. for periods of sleep that is 

presumably reoccurring in both timing and duration for all intervals, working memory can be freed. In 

this context, reducing the resolution could mean decimation of data points in number or in detail. This 

alternative is attractive from a technical perspective as well, as it lessens the computational workload. It 

could also mean having it less influential as a part of the resulting visualization. By decreasing anything 

from its relative size or contrast on screen, to its representation in any hypothetical features generated 

from the data, it can be made less distractive.  

Brainstorming resulted in a visual concept that can be seen in Figure 12 
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Figure 12 A graphical mock-up of the chosen concept, before prototyping 

The key element of the visualization, its polar line graph, reflects the momentaneous value of absolute 

acceleration resultant. The color of the graph represents the same value, relative to the value at the same 

time of the week in stored data. As discussed in 3.2 InfoVis, placing the data in a setting that reveals 

patterns and anomalies is ideal for user comprehension. The hypothesis is that the strongest trend can be  

found for the same day of the week. Small changes in what constitutes the everyday behavior of users, e.g. 

at what time one get out of bed, is maximally exposed in this way. The color gradient that represent this; 

blue for a much lower magnitude of acceleration than the week before, moving to red as todays result 

surpasses previous week's, is suitable as it bears connotations of perceived intensity, also discussed in 3.2 

InfoVis. 

The format of the visualization is inspired by the intuitiveness of an analogue clock. To present large data 

sets without linearly increasing pixel space and to find a quick and easy way of detecting patterns and 

anomalies, the spiral approach also employed by the Affective Health system is identified as favorable 

(Lin, et al., 2004). Expanding on the idea 24-hour intervals, one finds that how conveniently may apply to 

the findings of others (Vogel, et al., 2001) regarding the appropriate number of objects that may 

simultaneously occupy our working memory. Two separate views; one looking at entire days as values or 
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symbols that reflect the single most sought-after aspect of each day. This value could be an accumulation 

or extraction of data, depending on the purpose of the visualization.  

Searching for such elements lead to ideas associated with gamification - the use of feedback through 

symbols generated from the acceleration of the user. Moreover, energy-expenditure was included into the 

visualization. This was a wager of the risk of losing novelty by conforming to a conventional take on 

accelerometers in consumer products over the positive effects that familiarity and relevance would have 

on user acceptance. The preexisting connotations that energy expenditure holds, with a higher value being 

desirable and vice versa, helps in bringing significance to any mechanisms of gamification.  

The accumulated value of energy expenditure, which resides in the center of the visualization, is color 

coded correspondingly - relative to the accumulation of at the same time for previous days. 

Including time into the visualization comes from ideas of casual InfoVis, as it helps in qualifying it as an 

ambient background element.  

4.4 Market overview 

For the purpose of finding a hole in the market any competitors were assessed, some of which are 

mentioned in 3.6.2 Related work. Since the author failed to identify any commercialized product that could 

be said to fit the aim of this thesis, the scope of the market evaluation was broadened to include any 

related research and any hypothetical products proposed therein. This lead to a reduced resolution of the 

market analysis, as Quality Function Deployment methods were not practical. 

Table 5: Market competitors, overview 

 

Nike+ Fuelband 

Fitbit Flex 

Jawbone Up 
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Pedometry by wrist-worn 

accelermeters. 

Stress InfoVis. Ambient activity 

InfoVis. 

Activity and location 

log. 

                                                      
12 "Moves" application for IOS and Android, automatic recognition of walking, bicycling and running by 

proprietary algorithms together with recently added (following this thesis) API features for above 

mentioned operating systems. First released in September 2013.  

http://www.moves-app.com/ Accessed on 24 April 2014. 
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User-specific "goals" 

sustains user retention. 
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a comprehensive view. 
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significance of 

relative over absolute 
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classification is 
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Low-level presentation.  Non-perceptive 

processing of 

accelerometer data. 

Lacks historical data. Reliant on additional 

sensory data for 

producing desirable 

results. 

 

Assessment of the products that resemble the results of the Affective Health project, i.e. using 

accelerometers for presenting health-related feedback, supports the motivation for this thesis. This being 

an unexplored region of the market, along with the necessities of adequate technical height that comes 

with the nature of this thesis, strongly influenced the objective of this thesis to center around applying the 

principles from contemporary research in pattern recognition and information visualization.  

4.5 Exploring activity recognition 

A substantial part of the time dedicated to information gathering was spent researching machine learning 

algorithms for classification and their applicability in the field of activity recognition. As discussed in 3.6.2 

Related work, attempts of activity recognition by mobile phone accelerometer have been undertaken prior 

to this thesis. Therefore, it is the determination and expectation of the author that the methodology 

described in the following chapters will contribute to the field mainly by exploring the feasibility of a setup 

with minimal constraints on sensor position as well as proposing a practical implementation of the results.  

After consideration of the current status of relevant research, three key questions were formulated that 

would point out the direction. To ensure the originality of this thesis, the first question is: 

 Is it viable to create an activity recognition system that is able to run on a mobile phone and using 

the input of its embedded accelerometer with the sole restrictions of it being carried in the trouser 

pocket of the user? 
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This would allow the sensor to be positioned freely inside the pocket. Up, down, in, out, left, right; such 

liberal constraints are rarely found in activity related research. The second question takes it one step 

further:  

 What level of accuracy can such a system reach and for what type of activities? 

The need for pre-study, development of the pattern recognition system and the visualization - together 

with the validation thereof - limited initial data acquisition from recording of the author as a sole test 

subject.  Ideally, data is collected from multiple subjects, both in for training and testing. Since data is 

expected to show great user variation, using multiple test subjects for determining the efficiency of a 

system is essential. To fulfill this within the given timeframe of this thesis, the following question must be 

evaluated: 

 To what extent may a system that is generated by a single user perform adequately if tested by 

another user? 

This is reliant on the hypothesis that there are cross user similarities in how activities are performed that 

are distinct enough for them to be used as features in a classifier. This condition is tied to bio-mechanical 

factors. Three potential outcomes are anticipated: A system that can be fitted to training data from a single 

contributor but still be efficient on all users would remove any need for further training. This is the ideal 

scenario. A compromise is that predictions are more general, e.g. excluding some of the activities that are 

overlapping for different user, or so vaguely defined or seemingly random that the system loses 

significance. The third alternative is a system that is trained on each new user.  

4.5.1 Activities 
Five activities - sitting, standing, walking, ascending an escalator and descending an escalator - were 

recorded for trial runs. These activities were chosen based primarily on their repetitive motion for all 

dynamic activities and for their prevalence as states in much of the related research and as activities in the 

everyday life of users. Furthermore, they are easily defined and therefore reproducible by any potential test 

subject and allow for comparison of the results of other studies.  

Any constraints on how the activities were performed, such as pace or stride length, were kept minimal. 

For example, the walking speed for all recordings that what together contributed to the training set was 

adhered to merely subjectively.  

All activities were performed in an urban setting. The reason for the states of ascending and descending a 

staircase being performed in an escalator were two-fold; one is that the distance between each step is 

relatively steep and, more importantly, consistent, which makes for a defined motion that is not tied to a 

specific staircase. Secondly, escalators present an interesting possibility of acquiring the location and 

context of the user since they are only in found in urban settings. This could potentially act as a cue to be 
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exploited in different ways. The fact that the movement of an escalator influences the accelerometer 

readings was not considered an issue, as long as it is clearly included in the definition of the activity.    

For any classification model that do not practice on-line learning, satisfactory results can only come from 

training data gathered in a similar setting to that of test data. A popularly used method of estimating the 

accuracy of a classifier is by repurposing a portion of the training data as test data. The procedure is 

repeated as another portion is used for testing, leaving a selection of estimates of accuracy that is then 

averaged. This method of testing on examples of the training set, known as k-fold validation, along with 

other methods using the same data for both training and testing, has the advantage of not requiring the 

recording of additional data. Aiming to verify classification of activities for arbitrary conditions means 

overcoming the effects of small variances in how the sensor is positioned or in the way that the activities 

are performed have on the results. To assess this hypothesis as truthfully as possible, the test- and training 

data were recorded on separate occasions to allow for such variances to occur. Another measure taken to 

ensure truthful results was the recording of test activities in a single run as it believed to promote a 

natural, relaxed, way of conducting the activities.  

An overview of the test data can be seen in Figure 13: 

 

Figure 13: Acceleration in all three axes for a single position of the training set  

4.5.2 Positions 
Each activity was performed for eight different positions of the phone; up and down, facing inward and 

outward and in the left and right trouser pocket. These eight positions are assumed to realistically reflect 

any likely position inside the trouser front pockets. At this point, no decision was made on whether each 

position would be recognized as a state or if the signal from all eight positions would be modeled to 

represent the same activity. Using a two-step classification process, identifying sensor position before 

predicting activity, was another viable option not decided upon.   
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4.5.3 Pre-processing 
Following the recommendations of Knight et al. the bandwidth was set to a sample rate of approximately 

64 ms of the filtered signal (Knight, et al., 2007), potentially leaving some of the sought after frequencies 

outside of scope which was later identified as a flaw in the initial parameterization.   

Initial data gathering of five activities, sitting, standing walking, ascending stairs and descending stairs, for 

eight positions accumulated to over 60 minutes of data. Since intact sessions were preferred, real-world 

limitations of walking up and down the escalator was limited the length of each recording. As all activities 

were combined into a single training set, the length of every recording had to be consistent so that 

observations of each activity contributed equally to the feature space. With the redundant and imperfect 

sections discarded, 40 seconds of data that consisted entirely of the relevant activity were isolated. This 

was done without regard to synchronization of the phases of the periodic movements of the non-

sedentary activities. Further processing involves labeling each data point with the correct state. Other than 

ensuring that there were no deviations in the periodicity of data, no further processing such as 

interpolation or additional filtering was performed at this stage. 

A low-pass filter is applied in much of the related research. As discussed in 4.2 Hardware, the data obtained 

by the BMA250 is already filtered. Some choose to apply further filtering and conclude that while 

beneficial for further classification purposes, the effects are marginal (Jänig, 2003), which is why it was not 

studied further.  

4.5.4 Feature extraction and windowing 
The subsequent steps of the pattern recognition process were conducted in a way that promotes 

transparency and backward traceability to allow for future optimization of the results. For this reason, the 

collection of statistical measurements used as features for initial assessments are some of the most 

conventional in describing populations of data. They are chosen for their discernibility as derivatives of 

their parent population over their suitability as features in classification. Absolute values for each 

observation were used as input to avoid mirrored output in the feature space due to sensor positioning 

Average, range and standard deviation are common statistical tools used to describe populations of data. 

As features, they require moderate computational load to calculate and are universally recognized and 

proven but at the same time effectively reducing the data to a single dimension. Knowing that finding the 

optimal features would be investigated in subsequent steps of optimizing the results, the following 

features, for all three axes and acceleration resultant, were extracted:  
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 Mean 

 Max 

 Min 

 Range 

 Standard deviation 

 Skew 

This resulted in a feature space of 24n  . Window length was initially set to 2.5 sec (40 samples). This is 

within range of cited work, e.g. 1 second (Casale, et al., 2001), 4.2 seconds (Tapia & Intille, 2007) and 6.7 

seconds (Bao & Intille, 2004). 

4.5.5 Classifier 
The setup for exploring activity recognition and producing the resulting prototype can be described as a 

process parallel to the functionality of a finalized product, see Figure 14. 

 

 

Figure 14 Sensor output is extracted manually and transformed in MATLAB to produce static 

results. In a hypothesized consumer product, all functionality would be processed and presented 

on the intended platform in real time. 
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The decision tree classifier was the first to be examined. As the trained model can then be visualized in a 

way that is intuitive and promotes understanding of how input and output is related through a chain of 

splits, it makes for an excellent first candidate. The decision tree structure seen in Figure 15 is generated 

by the C4.5 algorithm with the modification that nodes split according to gain ratio, not information gain 

(difference in entropy). Further, it is restricted to a minimal gain of 0.1 and a minimal size split at nodes of 

4 states per branch, and at every prediction of 2 states. 

 

Figure 15: Decision tree fitted to the initial training set.  

As covered in 4.5.1 Activities, there are several options for determining accuracy. The most straightforward 

is to find the ratio of correctly predicted states from total number of states. A perhaps more rational 

approach would be to examine the result of each state and using the poorest performance as a ruling. The 

confusion matrix helps to expose major flaws in the pattern recognition method. In the case of the initial 

setup, the confusion matrix as shown in Table 6 effectively displays how errors are concentrated at stand, 

for which predictions are found as false positives of sit. Therefore, the overall accuracy of 78.2% must be 

reviewed cautiously. Evidently, the decision tree inefficiently discriminates between sitting and standing, 

but also walking and ascending an escalator, and this is more problematic than what the overall accuracy 

entails.  
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Table 6: The resulting confusion matrix of initial testing, using the model seen in Figure 15 

          

Truth 

 

Pred. Walk Esc. up Stand Esc. down Sit Precision 

Walk 57 3 0 0 0 95.00% 

Esc. up 
1 11 1 0 1 78.57% 

Stand 
0 0 0 0 0 0.00% 

Esc. down 
1 0 0 13 0 92.86% 

Sit 
0 0 19 0 12 38.71% 

Recall 96.61% 78.57% 0.00% 100.00% 92.31%  

 

In this case, sedentary activity confusion is clearly a result of volatile features. This is proven by validating 

the setup against states from the training set itself. Using the "leave one out" method, explicitly predicting 

every window of the training set on a model built from the remaining windows and averaging the accuracy 

of every prediction, sit and stand both show 99.2% accuracy with only one wrongfully substituted state. 

Since the features used thus far take no consideration to sensor position, using the alignment of the 

mobile phone - which appears to be the most logical way of defining these states - is impossible. Studying 

Figure 15 we see that the two activities are first separated from dynamic activities according to maximum 

total acceleration which is to be expected. However, using the mean acceleration of an axis as a condition 

at subsequent nodes should be substituted by a feature that expresses mobile phone alignment more 

reliably.  

Including trivially determined activities such as sitting and standing are motivated by their significance in 

the presentation in which they will -presumably - represent at majority of identified states. However, the 

effect they have in boosting the overall result should be noted before drawing any conclusions of the 

validity of cited research, or answering the first question in 4.5 Exploring activity recognition. With walking 

and ascending an escalator being relatively easy misinterpreted, any additional dynamic activities that are 

similar to these are destined to further weaken the results.  

In response to this, correctly determining the activities that are the most frequently performed may be 

considered to be more important. For the sake of comparability of all results attained, throughout this 

thesis and in related research, accuracy of all states are normalized in accordance to their number of 

windows in the training set, so that they are equally influential.  
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4.5.6 Optimization 
Convinced by the promising results reached in experimental setup for feature extraction, run, bicycle and rest 

were implemented in the test and training data in addition to pre-existing states. Using the same criteria as 

before, both activities are motivated by their prevalence in related research. Combined with a strong 

connection to the health aspect of strenuous activities and increasing energy expenditure - an underlying 

theme intensified by the proposed concept - they were considered to be natural candidates.  

Moreover, to allow for the optimization of sample rate, all data was reacquired at a sensor frequency of 

approximately 125 Hz.  

We also learned from the initial setup that classifying sedentary activities may prove troublesome, even 

more so if the sensor alignment is unknown, as this is the sole identifier of such activities. To resolve this, 

the system must not rely on an inter-axial relationships but on an estimated real-world coordinate system. 

By using the mean acceleration of each axis, the direction of the gravity vector can be estimated and from 

that, the vertical and horizontal component of acceleration (Mizell, 2005). For an acceleration signal xyza  

of length t , the inner product of acceleration projected onto the vertical axis, i.e. the magnitude of the 

vertical component, can be calculated:  
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Equations 10.1, 9.2 and 9.3 

The interpretation of this operation is visualized in Figure 16 
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Figure 16: Transforming the coordinate system to disregard phone rotation 

Trials proved that the absolute difference between the windowed means of acceleration in the z-axis of 

the sensor and the vertical component of total acceleration was effective in discriminating static positions. 

It was, in fact, so well-defined that it caused the Decision Tree and Naïve Bayes type classifiers to fail on 

test data for which this features grouped slight differently from the very consistent results of the training 

data. In Figure 17, the drawbacks of using a feature with very little variation in each set, i.e. training or 

testing, are shown. With a window length of 2 seconds, the feature - x1 - is extracted from both sets, and 

the results from sit, stand and bicycle are represented as box plots (left). Looking at the partial decision tree 

including only the static activities that the feature is purposed to discriminate (above), we find that the 

single node is effective. However, if we generate a decision tree including all activities, the feature is 

employed at nearly every single node which makes for a classifier that is extremely susceptible to changes 

in sensor alignment.  
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Figure 17: The effects of a position dependent feature in constructing a partial and full decision 

tree. 

As can be seen in Figure 17, 1x  i.e. 
zv a  with za  being acceleration in a coordinate system fixed 

to the sensor and v  as defined in Equations 10.2, is tightly grouped for all windows of both train and 

test data. Studying the box plots of sitting and standing more closely, it is clear that the decision border 

drawn at node 2 of the full decision tree fails to describe the test data completely. A slight change of the 

position of the phone inside the pocket of the user is thus responsible for rendering the classifier 

effectively useless. Had instances of bicycling instead been identified according to a different feature as 

intended - for which there are plenty that effectively separates dynamic from static activities - , 1x  

appears to be ideal in determining sit or stand.  

This issue, the misleading results of classification by both Naïve Bayes and Decision tree algorithms due 

to changes in sensor angle, resulted in zero accuracy of the lowest scoring activity for every combination 

of window length and signal frequency. To bypass this, a trivial solution was applied; after construction of 

respective classifier, predictions for windows that appeared static ( x2 1, for x2 v  ) with 1 5x   

were replaced by predictions of sit. This is equivalent to forcing a parent node onto a Decision Tree. This 

crude method drastically improved the accuracy of models, from an overall accuracy of 83.8% and 85.7% 

for an optimized combination of signal frequency and window length, to 98% and 100% for the Decision 

Tree and Naïve Bayes respectively.  
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A similar solution for rest was later implemented. Studying long term data (24 h) in the process of 

evaluating the vizualisation, essentially what leads up to Figure 26, a few abnormalities appeared. One of 

them being the misinterpretation of sit for periods when the classifier undoubtedly ought to have 

predicted rest. This was solved by forcing every window with 1 0.5 'Rest'x   . 

Next, optimizing the feature extraction process centered on finding the characteristics of the dynamic 

activities. The features used in the initial setup were unsophisticated in discarding the order of 

observations within each window. Figure 18 demonstrate why feature extraction must begin in a time-

series perspective. 

 

Figure 18: Top and Middle: All observations of the magnitude of acceleration during walking and 

ascending an escalator from the training set, including detailed excerpts of both activities. 

Bottom: Resulting features as defined in the initial setup, for 2 second windows of data aligned 

according to the graph above.  

According to Table 6 the two activities compared in Figure 18 were occasionally confused. This is 

unacceptable, as they appear clearly separable when examining a detailed excerpt of the raw input. The 

repeating patterns of both activities are unfortunately not expressed effectively using the studied features, 

as can also be seen in in Figure 18. While the mean magnitude of the windowed observations indicate a 
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noticeable change as windows of walking turn to windows of ascending an escalator, as do the other 

features to a lesser extent, the change is not clear nor consistent enough to qualify as reliable features. 

Note that while tightly grouped clusters of features within the feature space is desirable, it risks 

reproducing the problems seen in Figure 17 if they are the result of arbitrary conditions of the training set 

and not from the true characteristics of the activity. In the case of walking, both running and descending 

an escalator produce feature output that is within the same range.  

Looking at the raw data as a time series greatly improves the possibilities of identifying more suitable 

features. For example, taking the time into consideration allows for features that estimates the amount of 

noise in the data. Here, noise is referring to what is not acceleration as a result of sought after human 

motion but artefacts due to movement of the mobile phone inside the pocket of the user.  

The Threshold Crossing Rate, TCR, defined in Equation 11 is an adaptation of the Zero Crossing Rate, 

popularly employed in recognition tasks (Figo, et al., 2010). It is a measure of how frequently a signal 

changes sign.  
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Equation 11 

A signal that is influenced by random noise is bound to have a higher TCR, as new observations are 

independent of preceding observations.  

 

Figure 19: The volatile acceleration of running, in relation to bicycling, can be expressed by TCR.  
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There is also the possibility of applying frequency-transform operation to reveal features that are not 

distinguishable in time domain. Such transforms include Fourier transform and wavelet transform 

(Mäntyjärvi, et al., 2001). Discarding such options may also be a conscious decision, as frequency-

transformation can be costly in terms of computation (Maurer, et al., 2006). 

Transforming the signal from the time plane to the frequency plane by Fourier transform reveals not only 

dominant frequencies but also the relative magnitude of these frequencies over other. Extracting the 

dominant frequencies reveals the duration of the movements that together constitutes a step of walking, 

for example. This could be used for separating activities, for example running as opposed to walking.   

The Fourier transform was used to extract the ratio of magnitude of acceleration lower than a cutoff-

frequency over the total output. The cutoff separates what is likely to originate from human movement 

from high frequency noise. 6 Hz is a reasonable cut-off frequency for walking and 8-12 Hz for running 

(Payton & Bartlett, 2007). Others find that the cut-off frequency for optimal medial-lateral displacement 

of the R. Greater Trochanter ranges from 3.4-9.4 Hz ( M = 5.1, S.T=±1.4) (Giannis & Baltzopoulos, 1997). 

Lastly, 99.7% of the signal power of vertical displacement of a marker on the toe resides below 6 Hz 

(Winter, 2009). It should be noted that a cyclic movement such as walking likely includes many 

components with higher frequencies that resonate with the period of each step. Nonetheless, it is arguably 

so that the bulk magnitude of acceleration is found within the ranges cited. Knowing this, a different 

approach to estimating the ratio of human acceleration over total acceleration, i.e. signal noise as a feature 

as attempted with TCR, is found. It also narrows the scope of any frequency analysis as seen in Figure 20.

 

Figure 20 Lower range of the amplitude spectrum of the magnitude of acceleration for going up 

and down an escalator and running. 
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As can be seen in Figure 20, the signal from ascending and descending an escalator both exhibit peaks of 

acceleration between 1.5 and 2 Hz, with descending an escalator slightly higher on the frequency axis, as 

could be anticipated. The amplitude of these signals then diminish for increasing frequencies, whereas the 

transformed observations of running have multiple peaks further along the axis. Total acceleration of 

running, from which an extract can be seen in Figure 19, is not random but on the contrary made out of 

several contributing periodical signals of different frequencies.  

Figure 20 also helps in identifying traits of the activities deemed most similar in their raw output, namely 

ascending and descending an escalator. Unfortunately, the encouraging results from the initial setup could 

at first not be reproduced using the newly acquired training and test sets. What was found to be the 

strongest identifier between the two activities was a difference in the dominant frequency, as noted above. 

The slightly faster paced steps when descending an escalator produce acceleration peaks at a range of 

frequencies that, while neighboring to dominant frequencies for ascending an escalator exhibit a strong 

enough regularity in all windows of train and test data it to be used as a feature. Another characteristic, as 

noted above, is the smaller peak at around twice the period of the first, which is only found when looking 

at windows of ascending an escalator. These findings resulted in the extraction of 3 experimental features, 

expressed in the following pseudo code: 

// t    = Length of signal 

// a(t) = Signal input, a = {a1, a2, ..., at} 

// y(f) = DiscreteFourierTransform(a) 

 

PeakRatio = max(y) for .5 < f < 1.2 / max(y) for 1.2 < f < 3 

PeakSize  = max(y) for .5 < f 

PeakFreq  = f* where y(f) == PeakSize 

However, the combination of a relatively low sampling rate and limited window size makes for far less 

than ideal conditions for a frequency analysis. Considering the Nyquist sampling theorem, stating that 

sampling rate should be twice the highest frequency in the signal, one must realize that in-depth frequency 

analysis is unfeasible for the most unfavorable combinations of sampling rate and window length 

attempted in this thesis. Instead it serves is purpose as a rough estimate as to how the periodic movement 

is distinguishable as a component of the total movement.   

As more features were explored, optimization by empirical methods grew cumbersome. Yet 

dimensionality reduction of the feature space, is necessary as it lessens the risk of overfitting a classifier 

due to irrelevant features. Features that are in reality non-discriminant of separate states dilute the weight 

of the reliable features. More severely, they risk misleading the classifier as imperfections or randomness 

of the test set could align them with the result in such a way that the classifier falsely expects them to carry 
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importance. There is the "Curse of Dimensionality"13  for machine learning: tasks that involve identifying 

a given number of states commonly requires a much larger number of training data to ensure that all 

variations of every state is properly represented therein. With a high dimensionality, this need increases 

accordingly.  

In much of the related research, ideal parametric values such as sample rate and window length are not 

reached analytically but rather chosen with a reference to previous research. Seeing how sensitive the 

outcome of the feature extraction was to changes in abovementioned factors, numerical analysis was 

performed to more thoroughly optimize these factors. Combinations of sample rate and window length 

were evaluated for each classifier, see Figure 21. With each iteration resulting in a slight variation of the 

features fed to the classifier, this method proved to be highly valuable in determining the stability of 

classifiers. For producing Figure 21, variations in sample rate were simulated by cubic interpolation of the 

original signal. 

                                                      
13 Springer (2014), "Curse of dimensionality", 

http://www.springerreference.com/docs/html/chapterdbid/63273.html Accessed April 2014 
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Figure 21: Combinations of window length (x to x) and sample rate (x to x) for all considered 

classifiers. Solid lines are at increments of 5%. DT=Decision Tree, NB=Naïve Bayes, KNN=K-

Nearest Neighbor, NN=Neural Net.  
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Looking at the result of the numerical analysis in Figure 21, the instability of the Perceptron classifier is 

exposed. The initial weight is a random value 00 1w   that is fixed for all iterations. Still, results were 

inconsistent and with stability as a main qualifier for choosing classification algorithm, the Perceptron was 

ruled out. All three remaining classifiers are considered trivial, making them transparent, consistent and 

quick to execute. Picking the right candidate is thus a matter of overall performance, stability and 

simplicity, leaving KNN as the winner. 

4.6 Validation 

While the results of the activity recognition process proved to be encouraging, any conclusions regarding 

the applicability of the system required further validation. The purpose of validating these results by 

expanding the test set so that predictions of states were performed on subjects other than the sole 

contributor from data acquisition phase, was to answer the question of whether a system could rely on a 

static model to sufficiently predict the states of an arbitrary user or if it must be modeled according to 

each user. It is thus a question of differences in both biomechanical factors and discrepancies in how 

truthfully these factors are being expressed, e.g. due to different positions of the mobile phone. Most 

likely, this affects the classification algorithm's maximum, minimum and overall performance. Apart from 

this, there is reason to test the chosen recognition algorithm as extensively as possible as it might expose 

features which are falsely and coincidently associated with a state, i.e. false negatives and false positives. As 

discussed, the aim is to find features that represent the "minimum denominator''. 

To maximize the usefulness of a validation process within the time devoted to it by the scope of this 

thesis, a less quantitative study than what is found in much of the related research was performed. By 

selecting subjects that range from near identical to less alike the original contributor in terms of size and 

gender would allow for an analysis of which of these factors holds importance in strengthening or 

weakening the results. Such a validation setup would point to any limitations in the applicability of a static 

model - limitations that could potentially be circumvented with a semi-static model, e.g. classification 

made to fit a gender or size profile. The distribution of the validation subjects in regards to 

aforementioned parameters are mapped in Table 7. 
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Table 7: The contributors of data for validation 

Subject Sex Height Weight 

1 Male 1.95 110 

2 Female 1.75 76 

3 Male 1.79 79 

4 Male 1.93 103 

5 Female 1.79 63 

 

Considering the limited extent of the validation, its main purpose was to test the feasibility of activity 

recognition for very liberal conditions, rather than drawing any definitive conclusions as to exactly what 

results are to be expected. However, as all tests proved to be equally as accurate as in previous attempts, 

there is reason to believe that activity recognition by a single pocket worn accelerometer is not only 

feasible but achievable. 

4.6.1 Validation method 
Due to practical reasons, bicycling had to be excluded from the test data for validation. Results of 4.5.6 

Optimization indicated that cycling is highly distinguishable by all methods of classification, as well as for all 

combinations of sampling rate and window length. With 100% true positives and 0% false negatives, this 

state is arguably more likely to strengthen the overall accuracy of any validation, had it been added to the 

test sets. To partly substantiate this claim, the cycling state was kept in the training set as before, which 

yielded no false positives. The rest state, i.e. letting the phone lie still on a flat surface, was excluded as to 

not dilute the overall accuracy with trivially determined states that are user invariant. While the rest state is 

highly necessary when producing the visualization, the validation is more transparent if it excludes such 

states. 

Differing from how the test set was gathered in previous sections, each activity was recorded and pre-

processed separately for the validation. When calculating the overall accuracy, the contribution of every 

state was weighed according to their respective contribution of the duration of the entire set like before. 

Since the re-optimizing the parameterization for a larger population is not covered by validation, the 

sample rate and window length found in the optimization process is intact.  

4.7 Prototype  

A prototype was created to consolidate the results of this thesis. For the purpose of creating the 

visualization, accelerometer data was recorded over a number of consecutive days. The output of one of 

these days can be seen in Figure 22. 
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Figure 22: Acceleration magnitude spanning an ordinary day 

For the purpose of creating the concept seen in Figure 12, this raw data serves as input for both activity 

recognition and graphical representation. Starting with the prior, initial data resolution is preserved. 

Unfortunately, reoccurring declines in sampling rate persisted through all methods of sampling data and 

were therefore accepted as inevitable. Recognizing that any final product would suffer from incomplete 

data acquisition, not only due to technical insufficiencies but also from intentional deactivation by the 

user, the concept needed to be expanded to account for this. 

4.7.1 Classification 
Appendix 8.4 classify() - MATLAB function prepares the same training set used in 4.5.6 Optimization by 

interpolating it linearly to fit the sample rate of the test set - in this case the entire day's recording. This 

includes sectioning the test and training set to the desired window length and also discarding any 

transitional windows, i.e. windows that contains more than one state, from the training set.   

The two arrays, training and testing data, are then run through the same feature extraction algorithm. The 

feature deemed most effective extracted from both sets, and classification is performed - again, according 

to previous findings of optimal classification algorithm and parameterization.  

4.7.2 Form 
An unforeseen challenge in pre-processing the visualization was finding an algorithm that appropriately 

converts the plentiful data points into a representation that matches ones overall impression of the data. 

Many of the changes in accelerometer output are preferably left out whereas other, equally short changes, 

must not be levelled out. The prototype solves this by iteratively reducing the resolution by division into 

bins before a spline function is fitted to the data, for which proposed parameters are found empirically. 

The result can be seen in Figure 23, together with the resulting color gradient function that follows.  
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Figure 23: The interpretation of the events used in the prototype 

What is not evident when studying Figure 22 are the many interruptions in the sampling of data, which 

admittedly could be circumvented using an acquisition method other than by third party application. If so, 

the recording of data would not be accidently terminated and could be automatically reinitiated if any 

error occurred.  

At sample rates above 1 second, acceleration is replaced with segments of correctly spaced values of 1 G. 

Any data that interrupt such segments, lasting shorter than 60 seconds, are discarded. Again, these 

thresholds are empirically found to produce good results. To not confuse these intervals with periods of 

recorded rest, they are left without color in the visualization. Opting not to replace missing values with 

mean acceleration and predicted activities of adjacent sections is done to distinctly separate complete from 

incomplete data.  

The accumulated energy expenditure according to MET-points for predicted activity, user mass and 

duration, is displayed in the center of the visualization together with information of time and date, as 

imagined in the concept proposal. The prototype did not take integration of the acceleration into 

consideration which, had it been done, would allow for comparison to - and potentially a more balanced 

prediction of - energy expenditure estimated through MET-points conversion. The reason for this was the 

lack of benchmark; without any ground truth obtained by methods not covered by the scope of this 

thesis, such as doubly labelled water, any additional measurements of energy expenditure would not 

contribute to a more informed estimate.     
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4.7.3 Events 
Apart from allowing for the estimation of energy expenditure by MET-points, the result of the activity 

recognition is expressed as events superimposed on the visualization. In the form of symbols 

accompanied by brief descriptions, these elements are tied to a specific point in time and are set off by 

exceeding given thresholds, mostly related to a specific activity.  

An interpretation of the guidelines set up by 4.3 Concept is that the inclusion of approximately 2-3 events is 

ideal in stimulating user retention of the overall presentation, e.g. total energy expenditure, anomalies in 

the acceleration-graph and superimposed events.     

The two events that are included in the prototype points to the periods of the highest and the lowest 

accumulated energy expenditure relative to the reference. The events included in the prototype are not to 

be regarded as definite. Instead, it is the general usage of such markers and the way that they are presented 

that this prototype serves to suggest.  

The graphical events include information about what predicted activity appears the most frequently in all 

of the windows considered. The hue of these symbols correspond to their mean difference from the 

reference - analogously to the momentaneous difference for the plot but for the entire duration of 

indicated activity. They are automatically placed not to interfere with each other or any other element of 

the visualization, and pointing towards their occurrence in time by position and direction. The events 

include a short description which, in the example events used in the prototype, consist of their duration 

and difference in integrated energy expenditure from the reference.  

Using notations seen in Figure 23, the two events 1e  and 2e  that are generated in the prototype are 

found according to Equation 12. 
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5. Results 

5.1. Validation results 

Running respective classifier on the new test sets, the mean results of windows of length 1, 2 and 4 

seconds are shown in Figure 24. As each activity was only recorded once by participants of the validation 

process, 15% of each activity was repurposed as test data with the remaining 85% being introduced to the 

classifier as training data. Training data were aggregated to allow for comparison of a classifier that is 

expectedly more generic, as suggested in 4.5 Exploring activity recognition. Figure 24 also includes results for 

the activity with the lowest accuracy, which helps in assessing classifier stability. 

Note that the specific classifier setup, i.e. the addition of overriding nodes and feature extraction as 

described in subsequent 5.2 Selecting classification algorithm, is used in creating Figure 24 by substitution of 

the general algorithm.  
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Figure 24: The resulting accuracies for each contributor 
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5.2 Selecting classification algorithm 

A mixture of KNN and heuristic classification was chosen as the most suitable algorithm for this specific 

task. This is motivated by the high level and accuracy and consistency in comparison to classification 

methods used in related research. Analyzing the resulting feature space led to the implementation of a few 

well balanced rules that override the general algorithm, detailed in 4.5.6 Optimization. 

In an iterative process of finding the most characteristic traits of each activity, the following six features 

were decided upon: 

 Absolute difference in mean vertical acceleration of coordinate systems fixed and free in 

relation to the orientation of the phone. Efficient in describing angle of the phone and thus 

the position of the lower body of the user.   

 Standard deviation in signal vector magnitude. One of many viable options for discriminating 

between sedentary and dynamic activities.  

 The .95 percentile of the Fourier Transformed signal above cut-off (3 Hz). Attempts to 

single out the smooth acceleration (small deviations in sensor position relative to the user) that 

can be seen in observations of riding a bicycle.  

 The ratio frequencies above cut-off to the full frequency spectrum. Clearly separates 

windows of walking from otherwise similar instances of ascending and descending an escalator.  

 The dominant frequency (above .5 Hz) and the ratio of dominant frequency in the .5 to 1.2 

and the 1.2 to 3 Hz ranges are both, depending on window length and frequency, are 

handpicked measures of separating the nuances of ascending and descending an escalator. 

The choice of window length had little influence over the performance of the classifier, as seen in Figure 

21. To allow for the detection of activities that are likely to have a limited duration, non-overlapping 

windows of two seconds are used in the prototype.  

5.3 Prototype results 

Figure 25 is the resulting InfoVis from running the prototype on data seen in Figure 23.  
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  Figure 25: InfoVis results 
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Prototype output of accelerometer observation over additional days is presented in appendices 
8.1"Thursday" - Visualization and 8.2 "Friday" - Visualization. 

The predicted activity of each window is the background to energy expenditure estimation through MET-
points conversion and what determines the displayed event activity symbols. The result of the 
classification in creating Figure 25 is seen in Figure 26. 

 

 

Figure 26: Top: Scatter plot of predicted activities graded by corresponding MET-points 

(transparency = 50%). Middle: 30-window rolling of, non-overlapping, most frequently predicted 

activity. Bottom: Acceleration observations for all three axes 
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6. Conclusions  

In response to the questions presented in 4.5 Exploring activity recognition, there is no reason to doubt that 

activity recognition by mobile phone sensory output is achievable. This conclusion is in line with the 

findings of previous work, and the methodology of this thesis contribute further by taking an honest 

approach of testing such a system in real world scenarios, with encouraging results. Moreover, predictions 

of activities are in subsequent steps of validation found to be highly accurate which allows for an InfoVis 

that accomplishes the goals of this thesis; making acceleration data contextual and thus comprehensible. 

Lastly, human motion for activities studied, expressed by observations of mobile phone acceleration, is 

sufficiently characteristic for a general classifier algorithm perform not only satisfyingly but classifiers that 

have been trained using data from all contributors perform on the same level as, and many times 

outperforming, classifiers fitted to each subject. What Figure 21 indicates is also confirmed here, i.e. the 

stability and high levels of accuracy for the KNN classifier. Assessing the overall results and impressions 

of the activity recognition, the outcome surpassed expectations. This proves that any artifacts in the signal 

response stemming from accelerations of the sensor relative to its intended position on the body of the 

user were marginalized due to upper thigh angle and acceleration as an evidently dependable identifier of 

human motion. There were still states that proved to be more troublesome than others. Unsurprisingly, 

the dynamic states require a more sophisticated feature extraction algorithm to be discernable. In short, 

the activities that involve more irregular movements had a tendency to be mixed up. The relatively sharp 

and periodic acceleration stemming from bicycling produces accurate results for this reason.  

Regarding classification of longer, real world sessions, as when running the prototype for producing the 

InfoVis seen in Figure 25, and Appendices 8.1"Thursday" - Visualization and 8.2 "Friday" - Visualization, 

results are at first glance far from positive, which is seemingly contradicting conclusion drawn from 

previous steps. In Figure 26, dynamic activities appear to be predicted almost randomly, which in the 

same figure is proven not to stem from occasional failures but the errors are consistent. After studying the 

raw data closely, there are strong reasons to believe that this is a result of activities deviating from their 

idealistic definitions during training. Though the static activities performed reliably in all of testing, there 

are concerns that this impression is somewhat exaggerated. For real world applications, activities such as 

sitting and standing often include moving to some degree and also transitioning between states. For 

training and testing these activities were performed more strictly, i.e. more or less without any movements 

at all. Addressing Figure 26, real world data evidently involves much of the gray zone between static and 

dynamic states. This is a predicament that was raised during the sampling; if excluding all movements 

from the states of sitting, standing and resting, the features most relevant for predicting these states all 

show very little variance. Naturally, this is beneficial when predicting instances of these states that adhere 

to the lack of movement - in other words it eliminates any false positives at the cost of an increase in false 
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negatives. Simply including some movement into the training of these states would be troublesome as 

these motions are then arbitrary and not derived from the actual state, which is why this rejected.  

The answer to the first questions stated in 4.5 Exploring activity recognition is undeniably a strong positive 

confirmation - a single accelerometer suffices in making valuable predictions of human activities. The 

reservation lies in the definition of activities. Naturally, there is no reason to expect activities performed 

distinctly different from those that the system was trained to recognize, to be predicted correctly. Finding 

methods to perform activities in a way that is more realistic is the strongest potential contributor to an 

improved system. Lastly, the importance of an individually trained system is completely marginalized as 

results show no preference for validation runs of such setups over a generic model.  

It was hypothesized that with the greater variances for all features, classification algorithms that more 

heavily weighs the importance of each feature would gain some advantage over a KNN type classifier, 

which proven false in Figure 24.  

Unfortunately, precision in predicting windows of ascending an escalator is not high enough for 

implementation of location based events, etc., as proposed in 4.5.1 Activities. Given that the scope would 

allow other sensors, such as the GPS for positioning and possibly the gyro for enhanced position and 

activity recognition, this is a viable option for any future work.  

Throughout the thesis, a hypothesized end user is present. This is what drives the focus on applicability 

already in the product requirement, which is something that separates this work from much of the 

research. Topics that are attributed the fields of engineering such as machine learning, signal processing 

and numerical prototyping are here combined with topics and values that are closely user-centered. 

Another example of this is the emphasis on creating a prototype that validates the concept both 

technically and aesthetically. User awareness and compliance to the product realization methodology 

further defines this thesis as interdisciplinary within the fields of engineering.  
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8. Appendices 

8.1"Thursday" - Visualization  
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8.2 "Friday" - Visualization  
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8.3 mockUp() - MATLAB function 

function [] = mockUp(vector, refvector, klassunderlag) 

 

%Calls subsequent functions in the right order. Embeds minor functions for 

%formatting the chart data and assign MET-points 

% 

%Input: 

%vector = acceleration data to be visualized [a_x a_y a_z timestamp] 

%refvector = acceleration data used for reference scale 

%klassunderlag = training data for classification, alternatively pre-%classified 

%labels 

 

 massa=110;  

 refvector(refvector(:,4)>vector(end,4),:)=[]; 

 refvector=[refvector;refvector(end,:)]; 

 refvector(end,end)=vector(end,end); 

  

 if size(klassunderlag,2)>1 

 [~,~,klassning] = klassa(klassunderlag,vector); 

 else 

 klassning=klassunderlag; 

 end 

  

 klassx=vector(round(1:length(vector)/length(klassning):end),end);   

 klassintervall=mode(diff(klassx))/mode(diff(vector(:,end))); 

 classMat=[klassning,num2cell(klassx)]; 

  [vector, g, period]=forbvector(vector); 

 [refvector, refg, refperiod]=forbvector(refvector);  

 prex=vector(:,2); 

 [vector]=zerogaps(vector,g,period); 

 [refvector]=zerogaps(refvector,refg,refperiod); 

 postx=vector(:,2); 

 addedx=ismember(postx,prex); 

 addedx=postx(addedx==0); 

 extraklass=… 

            [repmat({'rest'}, 

            length(num2cell(addedx(round(1:klassintervall:end)))),1),… 

            num2cell(addedx(round(1:klassintervall:end)))]; 

 fullklassning=sortrows([classMat;extraklass],2); 

  

function [ut] = metpoints(in,massa) 

 met=[]; 

 for mp=1:length(in) 

  if strcmp(in(mp,1),'rest')==1 

   met=[met; 0.9]; 

  elseif strcmp(in(mp,1),'sit')==1 

   met=[met; 1]; 

  elseif strcmp(in(mp,1),'stand')==1 

   met=[met; 1.5]; 

  elseif strcmp(in(mp,1),'walk')==1             

   met=[met; 2.7];            

  elseif strcmp(in(mp,1),'run')==1 

   met=[met; 7]; 

  elseif strcmp(in(mp,1),'escalatorup')==1 

   met=[met; 5]; 

  elseif strcmp(in(mp,1),'escalatordown')==1 

   met=[met; 3.5]; 

  elseif strcmp(in(mp,1),'bike')==1 

   met=[met; 4]; 

  end 

 end 

 metdiff=diff(cell2mat(in(:,2)))*24; 

 metdiff=[metdiff(1);metdiff]; 

 mets=metdiff*massa.*met; 

 ut=[in,num2cell(mets)]; 
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end 

[fullklassning]=metpoints(fullklassning,massa); 

 

function [ut] = snittinterp(in,period) 

 fixx=linspace(0,in(end,2),in(end,2)/period; 

 interpy=interp1(in(:,2),in(:,1),fixx,'cubic'); 

 alfa=ceil(interp1(in(:,2),in(:,3),fixx)); 

 ut=[interpy',fixx',alfa']; 

end 

[vector]=snittinterp(vector,period); 

[refvector]=snittinterp(refvector,refperiod); 

 

function [ut] = binavg(in,g) 

 in=[abs(in(:,1)-g),in(:,2),in(:,3)];     

 ut=[]; 

 for qq=1001:1000:length(in) 

  ut=[ut; mean(in(qq-1000:qq,1)), in(qq,2),… 

      ceil(mean(in(qq-1000:qq,3)))]; 

  if var(in(qq-1000:qq,1))<0.001 

   ut(end,1)=0; 

  end 

 end 

end 

[vector]=binavg(vector,g); 

[refvector]=binavg(refvector,refg); 

  

function [ut] = forbspline(in) 

     ft = fittype( 'smoothingspline' ); 

     opts = fitoptions( ft ); 

     opts.SmoothingParam = 0.999999; 

     opts.Normalize = 'on'; 

     fitAdjust = fit( in(:,2), in(:,1), ft, opts ); 

     ut=[feval(fitAdjust,in(:,2)),in(:,2),in(:,3)]; 

     ut(ut(:,1)<0,1)=0; 

end 

 [vector]=forbspline(vector); 

 [refvector]=forbspline(refvector); 

  

 diffvector=vector(:,1)-refvector(:,1); 

 vector=[vector,… 

        (diffvector+abs(min(diffvector)))./max… 

             (diffvector+abs(min(diffvector)))]; 

 shift=find(vector(:,2)>0.5,1,'First'); 

 dayvector=vector(shift:end,:); 

 nightvector=vector(1:shift,:); 

 dayvector(:,2)=dayvector(:,2)-nightvector(end,2);     

  [events]=createevents(vector,diffvector);  

 ct=vector(end,2)*24; 

 cth=floor(ct); 

 ctm=floor((ct-cth)*60); 

 if cth<10 

  ct=['0' num2str(cth) ':' num2str(ctm)]; 

 else 

  ct=[num2str(cth) ':' num2str(ctm)]; 

 end 

 

 kcal=num2str(round(sum(cell2mat(fullklassning(:,3))))); 

 plotting(nightvector,'Night',events,ct,kcal); 

 plotting(dayvector,'Day',events,ct,kcal); 

end 
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8.4 classify() - MATLAB function 

function [result]=classify(training,vector) 

 

%Linearly interpolates the test data to fit the periodicity of training %data 

before calling 'OptimizeTrain' and 'Window'. Classification using the       

%resulting feature space is performed according to KNN (Euclidian distance, %no 

distance weighing (equal), k=1). Details at: 

%mathworks.se/help/stats/classification-using-nearest-%neighbors.html  

%(Acc: 2014-02-05)    

% 

%Input: 

%'training'=Labelled training set [accx, accy, accz, label] 

%'vector'  =Data to be classified [accx, accy, accz] 

% 

%Output: 

%'result'=Predicted activities 

 

 

 period=mode(diff(vector(:,4))); 

 period=60*60*24*period; 

 trainFRQ=124; 

 FRQ=round(1/period); 

 wLength=FRQ*2; 

 

 trainingVals=cell2mat(training(:,1:3)); 

 ntrainingVals=interp1(1:length(trainingVals), … 

 trainingVals,1:trainFRQ/FRQ:length(trainingVals),'linear'); 

 keeplabels=round(1:trainFRQ/FRQ:length(trainingVals))'; 

 ntrainingLabels=training(keeplabels,4); 

 ntraining=[num2cell(ntrainingVals), ntrainingLabels]; 

 [optitrain, nnclasstrain, classesLabels]=OptimizeTrain(ntraining, … 

 wLength); 

 

 wTrain=window(optitrain,wLength,FRQ); 

 wTest=window(vector,wLength,FRQ);         

 

 trainLabels=wTrain(:,end); 

 trainFeatures=cell2mat(wTrain(:,1:end-1)); 

 testFeatures=wTest; 

 

 knnfit=ClassificationKNN.fit(trainFeatures,trainLabels); 

 result=knnfit.predict(testFeatures); 

end  
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8.5 window() MATLAB function 

function [ windowed ] = window( invector, fLangd, Frq ) 

 

%Windows the data set and extracts attributes 

%Input: 

% invector =[accx, accy, accz] or [accx, accy, accz, label] 

% Flangd = window length (n observations) 

% Frq - Frequency 

%Output: 

% windowed =[feat1, feat2, …, featn] or [feat1, feat2, …, featn, label] 

  

 if isa(invector,'cell') 

 Mat=cell2mat(invector(:,1:3)); 

 else 

 Mat=invector(:,1:3); 

 end 

 windowed=[]; 

 fLangd=round(fLangd);  

 for w=1:fLangd:length(Mat)-fLangd  

  x=Mat(w:w+fLangd-1,1); 

  y=Mat(w:w+fLangd-1,2); 

  z=Mat(w:w+fLangd-1,3); 

  dist=sqrt(x.^2+y.^2+z.^2);  

  a=[x,y,z]; 

  v=[mean(x),mean(y),mean(z)]; 

  vnorm=v/norm(v); 

  pin=[]; 

  h=[]; 

  for i = 1:length(a) 

   pini=dot(a(i,:),vnorm); 

   pi=pini*vnorm; 

   hi=a(i,:)-pi; 

   hi=norm(hi); 

   pin=[pin;pini]; 

   h=[h;hi]; 

  end  

  meanv=mean(pin); 

  NFFT = 2^nextpow2(fLangd);  

  Yv = fft(pin,NFFT)/fLangd; 

  Yvh = fft((pin-h),NFFT)/fLangd; 

  Yh = fft(h,NFFT)/fLangd; 

  Yv = 2 * abs(Yv(1:NFFT/2+1)); 

  f = Frq/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT/2+1); 

 

  fftpeakratio=max(Yv(f>0.5 & f<1.2))/max(Yv(f>1.2 & f<3)); 

  maxpk=max(Yv(f>0.5)); 

  maxpkloc=Yv(Yv==maxpk); 

  lastpkfreqs=prctile(Yv(f>3),95);   

  Yvu=Yv(f>3);  

  windowed=[windowed; abs(meanv-abs(mean(z))), std(dist), lastpkfreqs, … 

  length(Yvu(Yvu>1.5))/length(Yvu), maxpkloc fftpeakratio]; 

  end  

         

 if isa(invector,'cell') 

  labels=[]; 

  for ii=1:fLangd:length(invector)-fLangd 

   labels=[labels invector(ii,4)]; 

  end     

 

  windowed=num2cell(windowed); 

  windowed=[windowed labels'];    

 end 

end  
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8.6 prep() - MATLAB function 

function [prepvector]=prep(vector) 

 

%Substitutes values of inactivity with values of 1 g, equivalent to 'Rest'. A 

%column with normalized values of alpha, 0<a<1, is appended to prepare the 

%visualization.  

%Input:  

% vector    =[accx, accy, accz, t] 

%Output: 

% prepvector=[accx, accy, accz, t] 

 

 y=sqrt((vector(:,1).^2)+(vector(:,2).^2)+(vector(:,3).^2)); 

 x=vector(:,4); 

 period=mode(diff(x)); 

 g=mode(y); 

 vector=[y,x];         

  

 vector=[g,0;in]; 

 locs=find(diff(in(:,2))>1/(60*24*60)); %Find interruptions > 1 sec 

 

 vilovector=[]; 

 for pp=1:length(locs);  %Substitute and add marker 

  xvila=in(locs(pp),2):period:in(locs(pp)+1,2); 

  yvila=ones([length(xvila),1])*g; 

  vilovector=[vilovector; yvila, xvila',zeros(length(xvila),1)]; 

 end 

 

 in=[in, ones(length(in),1);vilovector]; 

 

 for ww=2:length(locs) %Remove sections < 60 sec 

  if in(locs(ww),2)-in(locs(ww-1)+1,2)<1/(24*60); 

   in(locs(ww-1)+1:locs(ww),1)=g; 

   in(locs(ww-1)+1:locs(ww),3)=0; 

  end 

 end 

 

 prepvector=sortrows(in,2); 

 locs=diff(prepvector(:,2))<(0.1*period); 

 prepvector(locs,:)=[]; 

end 
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8.7 createEvents() - MATLAB function 

function [events]=createEvents(vector,diffvector) 

 

%Finds the largest positively and negatively signed areas of f(t)=a(t)-b(t)  

%(a=reference data, b=considered data);  

%duration, dominant (mode) activity and relative EE  

%Input:  

% vector    =[smooth_acc, norm_t, substituted value [y/n], norm_f(t)] 

% diffvector=f(t) 

%Output: 

% events=[t_start, t_end, 'activity', 'duration', 'EE']  

 

 diffareor=[]; 

 diffarea =[]; 

 

 for ee=2:length(diffvector) 

  diffarea=[diffarea;diffvector(ee),vector(ee,2)]; 

  if diffvector(ee)/diffvector(ee-1) < 0 

   diffareor=[diffareor; sum(diffarea(:,1)), diffarea(1,2) …  

     diffarea(end,2)]; 

   diffarea=[]; 

  end 

 end 

 

 eventvals=[max(diffareor(:,1)),… 

       diffareor(diffareor(:,1)  ==  max(diffareor(:,1)),2:3); …             

min(diffareor(:,1)), … 

            diffareor(diffareor(:,1) == min(diffareor(:,1)),2:3)]; 

 for ki=1:size(eventvals,1) 

  [unikaklasser,~,klassindex]=… 

  unique(fullklassning(eventvals(ki,2) < …  

  cell2mat(fullklassning(:,2)) & …         

 cell2mat(fullklassning(:,2)) < eventvals(ki,3),1));  

 

  events{ki,1}=mean(vector((eventvals(ki,2)<vector(:,2) & …  

 vector(:,2)<eventvals(ki,3)),4)); 

  events{ki,2}=0.5*sum(eventvals(ki,2:3));  

 

  events{ki,3}=unikaklasser{mode(klassindex)};    

 duration=round((eventvals(ki,3)-eventvals(ki,2))*24*60); 

   

  if duration>60 

   duration=[num2str(floor(duration/60)),' h ', …  

     num2str(mod(duration,60)),' min']; 

  else 

   duration=[num2str(duration),' min']; 

  end 

 

  events{ki,4}=duration; 

  events{ki,5}=… 

  [num2str(round(sum(cell2mat(fullklassning(eventvals(ki,2) < …   

 cell2mat(fullklassning(:,2)) & cell2mat(fullklassning(:,2)) < …    

 eventvals(ki,3),3))))),' kcal']; 

 end 

end 
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8.8 plotting() - MATLAB function 

function []=plotting(in,header,events,ct,kcal) 

 

%Initiates visualization,sets placeholder values for prototype and calls 

%plotCenter() and createPlot() 

%Input: 

% in = = [smooth_acc, norm_t, substituted value [y/n], norm_f(t)] 

% header = figure name 

% events = = [color index, t, 'activity', 'duration', 'EE']  

% ct = current time 

% kcal = EE total 

           

 figure;hold on; 

 set(gcf,'resize','off'); 

 pbaspect([1 1 1]); 

 axlim=2.5; 

 axis([-axlim axlim -axlim axlim]); 

 axis off; 

 set(gcf,'Units','pixels','Position',[400,150,800,800],... 

  'Color',[0.0588,0.0588,0.0588],'Name',header, … 

 'Toolbar','none','Renderer','painters'); 

 

 ha=axes('units','normalized','position',[0 0 1 1]); 

 set(ha,'handlevisibility','off','visible','off') 

 set(gca,'Units','normalized','Position',[0,0,1,1]);    

  

 plotCenter(22,'THURSDAY',cellstr(ct),strcat(cellstr(kcal),' kcal')); 

 

 if strcmp(header,'Night')==1; 

 cEvents=events(cell2mat(events(:,2))<=0.5,:); 

 else 

 cEvents=events(cell2mat(events(:,2))>0.5,:); 

 cEvents(:,2)={cell2mat(cEvents(:,2))-0.5}; 

  

 end 

 

 createPlot(in,0.88,0.1,cEvents,ha);       

end 
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8.9 plotCenter() - MATLAB function 

function []=plotCenter(fontsize,string1,string2,string3) 

 

%Styles the center content 

%Input: 

%fontsize=font size in points 

%string1=weekday  

%string2=current time (from acceleration data timestamp) 

%string3=EE string (kcal) 
        

 rader.Units='normal'; 

 rader.Position=[0.5 0.5]; 

 rader.FontSize=fontsize; 

 rader.Color=[0.95 0.95 0.95]; 

 rader.FontName='Solid Edge  ISO'; 

 rader.FontWeight='bold' 

 rader.horizontalalignment='center' 

 

 rad1=text(0,0,string1); 

 set(rad1,rader,'verticalalignment','bottom');   

 rad2=text(0.5,0,string2);  

 set(rad2,rader,'verticalalignment','middle');    

 rad3=text(0,0,string3); 

 set(rad3,rader,'verticalalignment','top');            

 

 rightsize=get(rad1,'extent'); 

 rightsize=rightsize(3); 

 

 for strlk=fontsize/2:fontsize*5; 

  set(rad2,'FontSize',strlk);         

  rad2size=get(rad2,'extent'); 

  rad2size=rad2size(3); 

  set(rad3,'FontSize',strlk);         

  rad3size=get(rad3,'extent'); 

  rad3size=rad3size(3); 

  if abs(rightsize/rad2size-1)<0.05 

   rightrad2size=strlk; 

  end 

  if abs(rightsize/rad3size-1)<0.05 

   rightrad3size=strlk; 

  end 

 end 

 

 set(rad2,'FontSize',rightrad2size); 

 rad2info=get(rad2,'extent');  

 rad2info(3:4)=rad2info(3:4).*0.5; 

  tightrow=-0.01; 

 set(rad1,'Position',[rad2info(1)+rad2info(3),  rad2info(2)+rad2info(4)*1.5-

tightrow]); 

 set(rad3,'FontSize',rightrad3size); 

 set(rad3,'Position',[rad2info(1)+rad2info(3), 

 rad2info(2)+rad2info(4)*0.5+tightrow]); 

end 
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8.10 createPlot()  - MATLAB function 

function []=createPlot(in,ibredd,ubredd,cEvents,ha) 

 

%Creates the visualization by calling polarInterpolate(), polarPatch() and 

%patchDrop() with slight offsets in position. Adds events by calling %plotEvents() 

% 

%Input: 

% in     =[smooth_acc, norm_t, substituted value [y/n], norm_f(t)] 

% ibredd =thickness inner border 

% ubredd =thickness outer border 

% cEvents=[color index, t, 'activity', 'duration', 'EE']  

% ha     =MATLAB axes handle 

   

 cmap=jet;         

 in=polarinterpolate(in);         

 [xpatch, ypatch]=polarpatch(in,ibredd,ubredd);  

 farg=cmap(floor(in(:,4)*(length(cmap)-1))+1,:); 

 ffarg=farg;ffarg(in(:,3)<0.001,:)=0.2;  

        

 [xpatchdrop,ypatchdrop]=patchdrop(xpatch,ypatch,0.14); 

 for pp=1:length(xpatchdrop) 

  patch(xpatchdrop(:,pp),ypatchdrop(:,pp),... 

  ffarg(pp,:).*0.2,... 

  'EdgeColor',ffarg(pp,:).*0.2); 

 end       

 for pp=1:length(xpatch) 

  patch(xpatch(:,pp),ypatch(:,pp)-0.08,... 

  ffarg(pp,:).*0.05,... 

  'EdgeColor',ffarg(pp,:).*0.1); 

 end         

 [xpatchdrop,ypatchdrop]=patchdrop(xpatch,ypatch,0.06); 

 for pp=1:length(xpatchdrop) 

  patch(xpatchdrop(:,pp),ypatchdrop(:,pp),... 

  ffarg(pp,:).*0.55,... 

  'EdgeColor',ffarg(pp,:).*0.55); 

 end      

 for pp=1:length(xpatch) 

  patch(xpatch(:,pp),ypatch(:,pp),... 

  ffarg(pp,:),... 

  'EdgeColor',ffarg(pp,:)); 

 end               

  

 [xxpatch, yypatch]=polarpatch(in,ibredd,ubredd-0.09); 

 hlfaktor=[diff(in(1:round((end/2)-1),1));- diff(in(round(end/2):end,1))];  

 hlfaktor=(hlfaktor-min(hlfaktor))./(max(hlfaktor)-min(hlfaktor));  

 hlfaktor=[hlfaktor(1:2);hlfaktor];   

 hlfaktor(hlfaktor>0.6)=1; 

 hlfaktor=smooth(hlfaktor,3); 

 

 for pp=1:length(xxpatch) 

  patch(xxpatch(:,pp),yypatch(:,pp),… 

  [max(hlfaktor(pp),ffarg(pp,1)),max(hlfaktor(pp),ffarg(pp,2))… 

 max(hlfaktor(pp),ffarg(pp,3))],... 

 'EdgeColor','none'); 

 end  

 plotevents(xpatch,ypatch,cEvents,ha);  

end  
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8.11 polarInterpolate()  - MATLAB function 

function [ut]=polarInterpolate(in) 

 

%Interpolates data from a fixed step x-axis to data points that are evenly %spaced 

along the curve of the data, i.e. proportionate to its derived %function. To 

produce desired results within reasonable computational load, %resolution is 

greater at key areas. 

%Input: 

%in=[y,x] 

%Output: 

%ut=[y',x'] 

  

 normaly=(in(:,1)-min(in(:,1)))./(max(in(:,1))-min(in(:,1))); 

 normalx=(in(:,2)-min(in(:,2)))./(max(in(:,2))-min(in(:,2))); 

 hypotenusa=sqrt(diff(normalx).^2+diff(normaly).^2); 

 stigning=round(hypotenusa./diff(normalx));  

 step=(in(end,2)-in(1,2))/length(in); 

  

 newx=[]; 

 for A=2:length(in); 

  newx=[newx in(A,2)-(1:stigning(A-1)).*(step/stigning(A-1))]; 

 end 

  

 newx=newx(1:15:end); 

 extra1=in(diff(sign(diff(in(:,1))))<0 & in(2:end-1,1) > 0.05 ,2); 

 extratot1=[]; 

 for ee=1:length(extra1) 

  extratot1=…  

  [extratot1,extra1(ee)+0.7*step:step/5:(extra1(ee)+1.3*step)]; 

 end   

  

 newx=sort(unique([newx';extratot1'])); 

 ut=interp1(in(:,2),in,newx,'cubic');        

end  
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8.12 polarPatch()  - MATLAB function 

function [xpatch,ypatch]=polarPatch(vector,ibredd,ubredd) 

 

%Fits data to a polar coordinate system before iteratively expanding on %these 

points to find coordinates for polygons, to ensure that such %polygons do not 

intersect and produce visual results of a line with %desired thickness. 

%Input: 

%vector=[y,x] 

%ibredd=thickness inner border 

%ubredd=thickness outer border 

%Output: 

%[xpatch,ypatch]=polygon coordinates 

         

 for ll=1:length(vector); 

 L(ll)=polar(pi/2-

 (vector(ll,2)*(vector(end,2)*2*2*pi)/(vector(end,2))),vector(ll,1)*0.

 45+ibredd);hold on; 

 end 

 

 xi=get(L,'XData');xi=cell2mat(xi); 

 yi=get(L,'YData');yi=cell2mat(yi); 

 delete(L);     

 

 xii=xi;yii=yi; 

 iter=15; 

 for vv=1:iter                

 [theta, rho]=cart2pol(diff(xii),diff(yii));       

 theta=[theta(1)+pi/2;theta+pi/2]; 

 xu=xii+(ubredd/iter)*cos(theta); 

 yu=yii+(ubredd/iter)*sin(theta);  

 IN=inpolygon(xu,yu,xii,yii); 

 xu(IN==1)=[]; 

 yu(IN==1)=[];        

 idx=knnsearch([xu,yu],[xii,yii]);          

 for match=1:length(idx) 

  xii(match)=xu(idx(match)); 

  yii(match)=yu(idx(match)); 

 end 

 end 

 xii(1)=xi(1);yii(1)=yi(1)+ubredd; 

 

 xpatch=[xi(1:end-1)';... 

  xii(1:end-1)';... 

  xii(2:end)';... 

  xi(2:end)']; 

  ypatch=[yi(1:end-1)';... 

  yii(1:end-1)';... 

  yii(2:end)';... 

  yi(2:end)'];        

end 
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8.13 patchDrop()  - MATLAB function 

function [xpatchdrop,ypatchdrop]=patchdrop(xpatch,ypatch,drop) 

 

%Linearly offsets (Cartesian) coordinates for aesthetic reasons (height and 

%shadow). 

%Input: 

%Xpatch, ypatch = coordinates of original polygons 

%Drop = offset 

%Output: 

%xpatchdrop, ypatchdrop = coordinates for new polygons 

 

 xpatchdrop=[]; 

 ypatchdrop=[]; 

 for dd=1:length(xpatch) 

  if ypatch(1,dd)>ypatch(2,dd) 

   xpatchdropi=… 

   [xpatch(2,dd);xpatch(2,dd);xpatch(3,dd);xpatch(3,dd)]; 

   xpatchdrop=[xpatchdrop,xpatchdropi]; 

   ypatchdropi=[ypatch(2,dd);ypatch(2,dd)-drop;ypatch(3,dd)… 

   -drop;ypatch(3,dd)]; 

   Ypatchdrop=[ypatchdrop,ypatchdropi]; 

   else  

   xpatchdropi=… 

   [xpatch(1,dd);xpatch(1,dd);xpatch(4,dd);xpatch(4,dd)]; 

   xpatchdrop=[xpatchdrop,xpatchdropi]; 

   ypatchdropi=[ypatch(1,dd);ypatch(1,dd)-drop;ypatch(4,dd)… 

  -drop;ypatch(4,dd)]; 

   ypatchdrop=[ypatchdrop,ypatchdropi]; 

  end 

 end        

 

 xpatchdropend=… 

 [xpatch(4,end);xpatch(4,end);xpatch(3,end);xpatch(3,end)]; 

 ypatchdropend=[ypatch(4,end);ypatch(4,end)-drop;ypatch(3,end)… 

 -drop;ypatch(3,end)]; 

 xpatchdrop=[xpatchdrop,xpatchdropend]; 

 ypatchdrop=[ypatchdrop,ypatchdropend]; 

end 
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8.14 plotEvents()  - MATLAB function 

function []=plotEvents(xpatch,ypatch,cEvents,ha) 

 

% finds the optimal position of events by iteration (as close as possible  

%without interfering with elements of the visualization or other events.  

%Finds the corresponding rotation for event background before calling 

%eventGraphics()  

%Input: 

%Xpatch, ypatch = coordinates of original polygons 

%cEvents = [color index, t, 'activity', 'duration', 'EE']  

%ha = axes handle 

  

 linjx=[xpatch(1,:),xpatch(4,end)]'; 

 linjy=[ypatch(1,:),ypatch(4,end)]';  

 eventxy=[]; 

 for ep=1:size(cEvents,1) 

  eventx=linjx(abs(cell2mat(cEvents(ep,2))in(:,2))… 

  ==min(abs(cell2mat(cEvents(ep,2))-in(:,2)))); 

  eventy=linjy(linjx==eventx); 

 

  upx=linspace(-2.6,2.6,20); 

  upy=ones(1,20)*2.6; 

  up=[upx',upy']; 

  down=up;down(:,2)=-2.6; 

  leftx=down(:,2); 

  lefty=upx'; 

  left=[leftx, lefty]; 

  right=left;right(:,1)=2.6; 

  avoidsides=[up;right;down;left]; 

  avoidcenter=0.15*[-1 -1; 1 -1; -1 1; 1 1]; 

  linjxu=xpatch(2,:)'; 

  linjyu=ypatch(2,:)'; 

  avoidelements=[[linjx,linjy];[linjxu,linjyu];… 

                  avoidcenter;avoidsides]; 

  if ep>1; 

  dist=0.2; 

  avoidevent=[testx-dist testy-dist; 

  testx+dist testy-dist; 

  testx-dist testy+dist 

  testx+dist testy+dist];   

  avoideventlag=… 

  [testx+3*dist*cos(phi+pi/3),testy+3*dist*sin(phi+pi/3);… 

  testx+3*dist*cos(phi+pi/2),testy+3*dist*sin(phi+pi/2); 

  testx+3*dist*cos(phi+2*pi/3),testy+3*dist*sin(phi+2*pi/3)]; 

   

  avoidelements=[avoidelements; avoidevent;avoideventlag;]; 

  end 

 

  arg=0.1; 

  while arg>0 

   for phi=0:pi/18:2*pi 

    testx=eventx+arg*cos(phi); 

    testy=eventy+arg*sin(phi); 

    [IDX,D] = knnsearch(avoidelements,[testx,testy]); 

    if D>(70/800)*5            

     arg=-arg; 

     break 

    end  

   end   

   arg=arg+0.01; 

  end 

 

  eventgraphics([testx testy],phi,cEvents(ep,:)); 

  eventxy=[eventxy; testx, testy]; 

  axes(ha); 
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 end 

  

 avoidelements=[[linjx,linjy];[linjxu,linjyu];avoidcenter;avoidsides]; 

 for ei=1:size(eventxy,1) 

  eventinfo = text(0,0,[cEvents(ei,4);cEvents(ei,5)]); 

  set(eventinfo,'Units','normalized','FontSize',16,... 

  'Color',[0.95 0.95 0.95],'FontName',… 

  'Solid Edge ISO','FontWeight','bold',... 

  'horizontalalignment','center','verticalalignment','middle'); 

   theta=0:pi/18:2*pi; 

  arg=0.3; 

  pos=[eventxy(ei,1)+arg*cos(theta);… 

       eventxy(ei,2)+arg*sin(theta)]';… 

  avoidelements=[avoidelements;eventxy]; 

  avoidelements(avoidelements(:,1)==eventxy(ei,1),:)=[]; 

 

  [IDX,D] = knnsearch(avoidelements,pos); 

 

  textx=pos(D==max(D),1); 

  texty=pos(D==max(D),2); 

  set(eventinfo,'position',[0.5+textx/5 0.5+texty/5]); 

  if textx<eventxy(ei,1) 

   set(eventinfo,'horizontalalignment','right'); 

  else 

   set(eventinfo,'horizontalalignment','left'); 

  end 

  if texty<eventxy(ei,2) 

   set(eventinfo,'verticalalignment','top'); 

  else 

   set(eventinfo,'verticalalignment','bottom'); 

  end 

  avoidelements=[avoidelements;textx,texty]; 

 end 

end 
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8.15 eventGraphics()  - MATLAB function 

function []=eventGraphics(position,angle,cEvents) 

%Loads graphical components and makes adjustments before positioning them in the 

%visualization. Loads required image files.  

%Input: 

%position = (x,y)position 

%angle = angle for rotation of background 

%cEvents=[color index, t, 'activity', 'duration', 'EE']  

 

 flaggan=figure; 

 set(flaggan,'visible','off','renderer','opengl');hold on;axis off; 

 flaggax=axes;axis equal; 

 a=imread('flagga.jpg'); 

 

 b=imrotate(a,rad2deg(angle),'bicubic','crop'); 

 [imy, imx, imc]=size(b); 

 padding = ~imrotate(true(size(a)),rad2deg(angle),'nearest','crop'); 

  

 b(padding&~imclearborder(padding)) = 0.0588*255; 

  

 shineim=uint8(ones(size(b))*255); 

 shinemask=imread('shinemask.jpg'); 

 ec=jet; 

 ec=ec(round(cell2mat(cEvents(1))*length(ec)),:); 

 actim=uint8(ones(size(b))); 

 actim(:,:,1)=ec(1);actim(:,:,2)=ec(2);actim(:,:,3)=ec(3); 

 actim=actim*255; 

 filnamn=strcat(cEvents{3},'.jpg'); 

 actmask=imread(filnamn); 

 b=imagesc(b);hold on; 

  

 shineim=imagesc(shineim); 

 set(shineim,'AlphaData',shinemask(:,:,1)); 

 actim=imagesc(actim); 

 set(actim,'AlphaData',actmask(:,:,1)); 

  

 cr=get(gca,'position'); 

 print(flaggan,'-dpng', 'flaggan.png'); 

 delete(flaggax);delete(flaggan); 

  

 c=imread('flaggan.png'); 

 [nimy, nimx, nimc]=size(c); 

 

 cropmarks=[cr(1)*nimx (1-cr(2)-cr(4))*nimy cr(3)*nimx cr(4)*nimy]; 

 c=imcrop(c,cropmarks); 

 pos=[400+(800/5)*position(1)-imx/2,… 

 400+(800/5)*position(2)-imy/2,imx,imy]; 

 imax = axes('units','pixel','position', pos); 

 image(c); 

 uistack(imax,'bottom'); axis off; 

end 


